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EDITORIAL

As early as the fifties and sixties,politicians,oratorsand writers used to proclaimthe cliche that the
Philippineswasrich in naturalresources.But Intheearlyseventies, peoplebeganto realizethat the country
not only has a finite resourcebase but that these naturalresourceswere fast vanishing. CarelessIf not
criminalexploitationof the country's forest lands has resultedIn disastrousfloods and siltationof dams.
Unwisemanagementof mineralresourceshas prejudicedethnic groups on their ancestraldomainsand
similarexploitationof marineresourceshasdepletedour seas.All these,coupledwitha gallopingIncrease
in the population,haveresultedin increasingpovertyamongour peopleand a seriesof continUing natural
disastrousevents.

ThetwentiethcenturyhasseengreatadvancesInscienceandtechnology,economicdevelopmentand
Industrialization of manycountries. In the Philippines, governmentplannersand policymakershaveturned
to science,technologyand industrialization to prOVide a moremeaningful lifefor themasses.Theattempted
solutions to the problems of poverty and unemployment, however,are not as simple at first thought
Unfortunately, the effectsof economicdeVelopment and industrialization havebeen uneven. Whilethese
haveraisedthe levelof the standardsof livingof the welldevelopedcountries,it hasbeenaccomplishedat
the expenseof Mother Earthand has brought on a host of other problems,the principalof which Is the
degradationof the environment The easDy visibleexampleof this In our part of the world Is the pollution
done to the PaslgRiverand the Lagunade Balby the industrialfactories. As a consequence, thesewater
resources can no longer provide sustenanceto small fishermen. Human developmentand economic
growth as a goal shouldnot be accomplished at the expenseof the environmentbut shouldbe reconcUed
withthe conservationof theenvironment.

WehavebeenlateIngivingrecognitionto this Issue.Whilethe Philippinesmerrilyexportedits timberto
Japan,Inthe processravagingits forestsandmakingloggersmillionaires. Japanon the otherhandchoseto
Importlumberwhile conservingits ownforests. Thedisastrousfloodsandthe failureof hydroelectricplants
to provide energydue to siltationof damswarnus of the dangerswe face. Still,our legislatorscontinueto
debate,whetheror not loggingshouldbe banned. In a similarmanner,our governmentagencieshavenot
beenalertto thedepredationsdoneon our coralreefs,thecriminaiuseof dynamitefishingandotherfishing
practiceswhichhavedepletedour seasof its marinelife.

TheIssueof EnvironmentandSustainable Development concernsnot onlyour peoplebutaUinhabitants
of planetearth. Whatwereonceregardedaslocal Incidentsof pollutionlike acidprecipitationnow invoivea
numberof nations. Chemicaland radioactivewastedisposal are no longerJustcurrentproblemsas they
will affectfuturegenerations. In June1992,an EarthSummitsponsoredby the UnitedNationswas held in
Rio de Janeiro. The first of such summitwas held In Stockholmtwenty yearsago raisingenvironmental
consciousnessto such level that ail govemmentsof the world responded by creating cabinet posts
dedicated to environmental problems. In our governmentwe have such a unit - the Departmenta
EnvironmentandNaturalResources.

ThisIssueof promotingeconomicgrowth,withoutsacrfficlngthe envrronment, hasbeenrecognizedso
slgnfficantlythat it hasbeenadoptedas the themeof the PSSCSUver Jubilee. Thecelebrationof this sOver
Jubileeopenedwitha nationalsymposiumunderthe SocialIssuesCommittee(SICom)lastJanuary29-30on
the theme,"Environmentand Sustainable Development: SocialSciencePerspectives", It will closewith the
holding of the NationalSoclaiScienceCongressIII with a variationof the said theme. Thearticles In this
Issuearea productof theJanuary1993Symposium.

RosarioMendozaCortes,Ph.D.
Chair, Social IssuesCommittee
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OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENT AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT*

• Zelda C. Zablan**
i
I
~

I. Introduction

Our current concern over the
environment has been brought
about by two major phenomena
which we have been witnessing
over the last decade or so. These
are: (1) continued deforestation of
watershed areas, and (2) water,
land and air pollution. Another
important phenomenon which has
bearing on environmental
concerns is rapid population
growth.

This symposium aims to
promote the discussion of environ
mental concerns and to elevate it
to a scientific level in order to get
the facts straight, and to provide a
sound basis for environmental
planning and policy formulation.

For the appreciation of the
papers to be presented in this
symposium, it will require enough
understanding of what environ
ment and sustainable development
mean. It is the task of this over
view to present these definitions
and to attempt to lay down a broad
conceptual framework on sustain-

able development which, is hoped,
would be helpful for the
integration of the findings of the
papers presented in this
symposium.

II. Definitionof Environment

A broad definitionof environ
mentstatesthatitis

"....the circumstances, 0b
jectsor conditionby whichone
is surrounded."

Amore descriptive defInition
of environment is

"....the complex of physical,
chemical and biotic factors
that actuponanorganism oran
ecologkalcommunitythat uiti
mateiy determine Us[onn 01Ul
survival."

Since the term environment is
so broad, concern for it must be
delineated and focused in order to
plan and formulate policies for its
improvement. The following are a
few guiding principles that cir
cumscribe environmental con
cerns.

Environmental
should be:

1. Focused on the sustainability
of life support systems or
ecosystems (such as the forest,
agricultural, fresh water,
coastal and urban systems).

2. Both site-specifIc and system
based. The strategy is to think
globally (using a system
oriented framework) but. to
act specifically (on site
specific environmental prob
lems).

3. Dealing with ecosystem inter
actions and interrelationships.
Ecologically, various eco
systems are actually inter
related through flow of energy
and materials, or by activities
of people.

4. Dealing with long-term stra
tegies and scenarios such as
population and environmental
relationships since ecological
processes are time-bound and
cumulative in nature.

~I

&Pon&::~e~:~:::aJd:~~&I~:~~i.~s~~h:nPh~~~=::j:~~~:n~~n~~v:~:r:: s;;~~::g~~:::::~
Avenue, Ouezon City on 29-30 January 1993.

"Assoclate Professor of Demography, Population Instilute, College of Social SClenceland Philosophy, Unlversltyofthe
Phlllpplne&,Dillman, Ouezon City and Member, Sociallssue& Committee of the Philippine Social SCience Council.
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".... a dynamicprocessin
which the developmetll lind
uJilizationolntsourr:es, orie1ltll
tion of technologicill develoJ}
ment; institutionill change lind
dintction 01investments are,in
harmony and enhance both
cumlnt QIIdfuture potentialsto
meet human needs and
aspirgtions" (UP National
Assessment, Report on the

.Environment, 1992).

According-to thisde1inition,
sustainable development is
composed of four (4) interrelated
components, namely: (1) resour
ces, (2) technology, (3)' insti-

The prescot state of our
environment is considered by
experts as already critical.They
cite:

1. The forest cover, which was 60
percent of our land area some
90 years ago, is now only 23
percent. At the current rate
and efficiency of refores
tation,itwillrequire17Tyears
to restore out present forest This state'of our environment
cover to that obtaining 90 has eaused" low income and
years ago. poverty, displacement of cultural

2. Agricultural production efli- communities, social conflicts and
ciency of grain crops such as instability, decliniDg productivity
rice and com has been of the natural resource base, poor
declining since 1985. This is, -health and nutrition, and hydro-
due mainly to expansion into logic instability and siltation.

marginal lands, degradation of These environmental prob-
the soil, pest incidence, lems have been exacerbated by the
chemical pollution (from heavy foreign debt burden of the

III. The CUlTentS.... of the
PhlDpplaeEnwonmenl

S. Take account of global factors excessiveuse offertilizer), and country which constrained it from
because environmental prob- reduction of arable land area undertaking serious environmental
lems transcend international due to land conversion, for conservation measures, and by
boundaries. residential and industrial uses. poverty which forced people to

6. Promote the well-being of local 3. Deterioration of freshwater depend heavily on' naturalre
communities occupying a bodies. Out of the 384 river sources. Rapid population growth
considerable continues to exert
area of the enough pressureon
coun~. . "W~ak institutional capacity to deal with environ-:uc:e :==

7. ~::~o co:; menta~~roblems,non-pa~icipat~o.nof local :u~ ~o~~:::
promotion of communities, a non~responSlve polltlcal system, Inequity in income

equal opportu- and a stagnant economyall contributed to the marginalized a

:~oa:~:::c:: current environmental problems whicJ,. we :atpo:~::' :

not only of the experience today." occupations that
present but also often resort to
of the future destructive me~
generations. of explomng these

systems in the country, 40 are natural resources. Weak' insti-
Theright of every Filipino to now considered biologically tutional capacity to deal with

=~ :n!r=;eis~:~~ ~:a:::~~::~~~~ ,;=:~~fl=~~~
by our 1987 Constitution as bysalt water intrusion. a non-responsive political system,
stipulated ill ArticleII, section 16. 4. Coastal habitatand resources' and a stagnant economy an

declined considerablyd~ to contributed to the current environ-
c:oral red', lDllIlil~ pd'lea: mental problems which ,we
ga&5~ , 'ClCPCriencetoday. (SeeF"JgiJrc1)

S. Growth of hWl;llUJ. pojsulafioa; '. ' .
in urban and seUlcmeat;areas; . N. Oeftnltlon of Sustainable
has led to incompatl"ble ~ Development'
inappropriatelanduseawhich,
in 'turn, caused enviroa- Sustainable development can
mental deterioration such as be detiJied as:
air and water pollution, water
disposal problems, deteriora
tion of health and nutrition
status of the people, and
greater disaster impacts.

*
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tutions, and (4) investment&.Tqese
components exist in harmony with
one another. An alteration in one
component initiates changesin the
other three components. (See
FJgIlfe2)

Figure 3 presents yet another
framework which is both dynamic
and integrated, and shows the
mechanisms that will allow the
human society to cope with
changes in the various elements
involved, for example. change in
population and technology.

The 1987 Philippine Consti
tution provides that. .. "The State
shall promote a just and dynamic
social order that will ensure the
property andindependence of the
nation and free the people from
poverty through policies that
provide adequate aocial aerYiceI,
promote employment, a rising
standard of 1iving, and an
improved quality of life for all"
(Section9,ArticleU).

Since~c:onomicdeve

lopment is for the people and is
achieved by the people, it· is
important to recogDize the inter
relationships of populatioD,
resources and environment. Popu
lation factors affect resources and
environment, just as theavai1ability
of resources and envirODJDCDtal
conditions affect popuIatioa.
concerns.

Thus to achieve development
within the context of environ
mental concerns, three (3)
elements are needed. Theseare:

1. definitionofwhatthemini
mum quality of life or
standard of living is for the
people.

2. limitsorcarryingcapacltyol
the ecosystem and resource
base as expressed by ill£.
cators that will inform 111

whether the limits ha~

~dybeeneJCCeded.

3. technologiea which can en
hance the transformation of
goals and services into more
useful but environmentally
benignform.

The clyna,mic and integrated
natureolaustainabledevelopment
suggests three priority strategies
for its operatioDalization. These
are: .

1. adoption of non-destnJcthie·,
technologiea as well as
provision for technology
assessment (such as enViron
mentalimpaaassessments).

2. ratioual populatiOD policy
whosemaiJa component is the
controlof,fertility.

3. enviroDmeDtaleducation.

Thepapen to bepcesented in
thia panel entitled "People,
Development and the Resource

FJgIlfe1.OVERVIEW OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLEDEVELOPMENT

Current&vironmental
State

1. Deforestation

2. Expansioninto
marginalland

3. Deterioration of
freshwater bodies

4. Coastalhabitat
andresources
declined, coral
reef destruction

5. Urbanconcen
tration

ContributingFactors

1. Foreigudebt
burden

2. Poverty

3. Rapid popula-

4. :~~wth ......
5. Weakinstitu

nalcapacity
6. Non-participation

oflocaloommuni
ties

7. Stagnanteoonomy
and Don-responsive

ProbIemsHindcring
SustainabJcDeve)opmeDt

1. Low incomeand
poverty

2. DevelopmeDtof .
cu1turaloommunities

3. SociaIcontlic:ta
and instability

4. Decliningproduc
tivityofnatural ..
resource base

S. Poor healthand
Dutrition

6. H)'drologiciDsta
bility and siltation
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CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (WCED, 1981).

SlIstaiDabledeYelopmeJltio.dyDamicpmceooiDwllichlbecle¥clopDleJltandutilizatioa~~--.orleJltaliollol.teclulo1ogiaII

de\IeIopJDellt,lDsIftldloDaIcbanp,andditectioo.oI.iIM:slmaIlsuealliDbarmonyandellbaDccbothcurrentanclfututcpoteatialJto

meelhWDallneedaanclaspiratioD&.

I
RESOURCES

y~
Figure2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR SUSTAINABLE DEvELOPMENT

~
I

INSTITUTlON'S~----------- ,. INVESTMENTS

Base" higblight the interrelation
ships between population growth
and food production, the effect on
health of environmental quality
and economic productivity, the
lack of integration of the cultural
dimension in the developmental
efforts particularly as concerns
ancestral domains,and the effects
of open-pit miningon indigenous
residents.

Population and Environment
Interrelationships

Forest denudation can be
traced to rapid population growth,
internal migration and poverty.
Loggingand the growth of upland
settlements have led to upland
population growing at a rate of
3.5% per year, a rate that is 34%
higher than the national rate of
23%. This rapid upland
population growth rate reflects the

population pressure experienced
in the rural areas as the
agricultural land to population
ratiodeclinesconsiderabIyleaving
farmers with no·alternative but to
move to the marginal lands.

Declinein agricuIturaJproduc
tionejJiciency may be attributed to
expansion of cultivation into
marginal lands as prime agricul
tural areas are converted to
residential and industrial uses to
make way for Urban migrants and
factory sites.

Decline in marine resourr:es
may have resulted from the
destruction of mangrove areas due
to increased fuel-wood cutting.
The coastal and nearshore settle
ments have increased from 'J1!,.7
milIilin in 1980 to 363 million
people in 1990 leading to over
fishing. Use of destructive fishing
methods led to the destruction of

coral reefs which are the natural
habitats of marine life.

Over-concenlTation of popu
lation in the cities goes .unabated
due to ·the lack of employment
opportunities in the countryside
resulting in the environmental
deterioration of urban settlements
such as air and water pollution,
waste disposal problems,
congestion and the deterioration
of health.

While these are but a few
illustrations of the pressures of
high population growth on the
major life support systems, the
prospects of their amelioration
remain dimsince about 55%of the
population are below the poverty
line who often resort to destructive
means of utilizing our natural
resources.

The . current population
growth is estimated at 2.3% per
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implementable laws equitymaccess
to resources

Figure 3. DYNAMIC AND INTEGRATED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

year. The 1990 Census placed the
Philippine population at 605
million. At the current rates of
growth, thispopulation isexpected
to double in size in 2020 or in 30
years. Zero population growth is
not foreseen within the next 30
years. The ever-growing Philippine
population would continue to exert
pressure on the country's life
support systems. Our development
efforts need therefore to bebased
on environmentally sound
strategies of resource utilization,
of adopting environmentally
neutral technologies, and of being
supported by a strong population
program for these efforts to be
sustainable.•
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~SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:
A HISTORICAL AND THEORETICAL
EXPLICATION

• MaryConstancyC.Barrameda

Introduction

The buzz word "sustainable
development" has created
considerable debates since its
inception in the 1970&. The issue
continues,confusing and muddled
uitis, to be the rallying point of
environmentalists, policy makers,
businessmen, indigenous peoples,
and others. Socialscientists, as of
late, have joined the chorus.

This paper has three
complementary objectives: First,
to give an overviewof the myriad
definitions of the concept and
practice. -The problematic
obtaining in the definitions of
development brings to fore the
confficting orientations, goals, and
conditions for sustainability.

Second, to underscore the fact
that the IIQn-agreement among
proponents bringsus farther from
the goal.. This necessitates an
explication of the history of
sustainable development and
ecological thinking itself, This is
given in the hope that social
scientists will eschew the neutral
ground in the pretext of objective
socia1science.

Third, _to outline the strong
pro-human ecological-ideological
stance as affirmed by the
resolutions of the summit
conference at Rio de Janeiro.
Ecological theoria and praxis
involve a struggle against
individual and corporate
selfishness.

Sustainable Development:
The Co'neept and Practice

The spate of literature on the
concept reveals its growing
popularity. However, very little
agreement is reached on the
fundamental issues involved in
the concept showing that the goal
of sustainable development is far
from realization. This is the
contention of DianaMitlin in her
comprehensive survey of literature
on sustainable development. 1

She underscores, among
others, the controversy between
the North and the South on the
very definition of the term. The
North concentrates primarily on
·sustainability" rather than on
sustainable development, i.e., how
environmental constraints may be
overcome while inaintaining

standards of living. The South
loathes the fact that the need for
development- of an peoples in
terms of insuring their survival is
19nored or givenlittle attention.

The conditions for the
attainment of sustainable develop
mentis, in itself, also undergoing
intensive debate. One group says
that economic growth·is CSSl;JltW
to provide the resources far basic
developmental needs to prevent
further exploitation of natural
resources. They say poverty is
responsible for environmental
degradation. .

The opposing group says that
economic growth is incompatible
with sustainability. Continued
economic growth inevitably leads
to environmental degradation .
somewhere else in the globewhere
the resource base is located.

Definitions

The situation being such, the
components of the definition of
sustainable deVelopment can be
narrowed down to: 1. the meaning
of development as a composite of
economic growth and/or basic

'Moll of the oontentll of this section are lifted from the article of .Mltlln entided, ·Sustalnable Development A Guide to
Uterature," pUblished In Urbanization and Environment 4(1)(Aprll 1992). A numb13rof the books and articles reviewed by her
wer.. not available to the writer (a predicament of ThlrdWorid acholars) which, othmwlse, would have rendered this paper more
OOll1prehenalvll,
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needs and rights; and, 2
conditions necessaryfor sustain
ability.

The (one and) sundry
definitions put forward by the
different Commissions and indivi
duals are as follows:

The World Commission of
Environment andDevelopment in
its report Our Common Futwr
(1987) emphasizes the obligation
of all human beings "to ensure that
it meets the needs of the present
generation without compromising
the future generation".

The World Conservation
Strategy(1980),ontheotherhand,
focuses on conservation: "to
maintain essential ecological
processes through the preservation
of genetic diversity and to ensure
the reasonable utilization of
species and ecosystems." This
definition hasreceived criticisms,
because of its focus on
sustainability of environment
rather than on sustainable
development. It is faulted for
paying very little attentioi; to the
political and economic forces
behind the unsustainable or
excessive and wasteful lifestyle of
the western world.

The subsequent defmitions by
individualsofditJeringpersuasions
revolve around economic and
mathematical definitions and the
vehement reactions to these.

Pearce, etal. (1989),givesan
economic definition of sustainable
development that requires policies
that would enable the future
generation to have as much wealth
(stocks of environmental assets or
otherwise) as the present genera
tion receives. They distinguish
economic growth in terms of Gross
National Product and economic
development. The latter is being
examined in terms of the
requirement that one generation

leaves a constantstockof assets to
subsequent generations.

Pezzy (1989) describes a
number of definitions of sustain
ability and development in a
mathematical model He differen
tiates measures of development
based on output, consumption,
and utility. For him, sustainable
development requires welfare that
is above the minimum level of
growth, but that growth should be
ecologically sustainable.

The corresponding critics of
"growth ideology" led by Dally
(1987; 1989) argue that the
attractiveness of the concept of
sustainable development arises
from the recognition that the
present levels of per capita
consumption underlying the
economies of the US and Western
Europe cannot be generalized to
all living peoples in contemporary
societies, much less to future
generationswithoutdestroying~

ecological resources upon which
economies depend.

The work of Dally is
instrumental in moving the debate
from individual project planning to
macro-level policy-making. The
term 'sustainable development'
was originally used by funding
agencies in assessing whether
development projects proposed by
non-governmental organizations
and people's organizations !or
funding will continue to function
even after the funds have been
used up.

RedcliIt's defmition (1988)
takes the two opposing intellectual
traditions into consideration: those
concernedwiththepoten-tialfor
development contained within
nature itself and those concerned
only with nature.

For Redclift, sustainable
development is more than just a
compromise between the natural

environment and the pursuit of
economic growth. It means a
developlDClll: which recognizes
that the limitsofsustainabilityhave
structural and natural origins.
Differing perceptions of environ
ment are "socially constructed
and supported by groups with
different degrees of power and
conflicting economic interests."

Two other authors gave a
critique to the concept and
touched on an importantapproach
to sustainable development
Adams (1990) maintains that
sustainable development is an
immensely synthetic concept in
which different ideas on
development can be grafted on
with apparent ease. This is
because sustainable development
has no theoretical core. It is not
the strength of the concept but the
relative ease with which all things
can be said to be sustainable
development. Adams cited the
amenability of the British govern
ment to sustainable development
because it does not require major
policy changes.

In the final analysis, sustain
able development for Adams isnot
only about the way the environ
ment is managed, but is alsoa
question about who has the power
to decide how it is managed. In
development, the exploitation of
nature is part of a wider economic
and political process. The only way
to strike a balance in the
relationship between nature and
development is through a radical
political economy.

Central to his definition is the
stress on the poor people's right to
exist on their own terms and that
sustainable developmellt is the
beginning ofa process and not the
end.

Rees (1989) suggested that
sustainable development be



approached through a "bottom
up" decision-making process.
Though this is DOt integral to the
definiilim, the particlpatOIY
approaclil is picked up by several
authors. Thismayprovide the best
politicalframework to allocate and
manage environmental resources.

poor; and secondly, "real"
development should be consistent
withloca1 soclo-culturalvalues and
bepursued with due consideration
for thephysical environment.

Other authors look as far back:
as the 15th to the 19th century in
tracing the development of the
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for perpetuity). Economics looked
into the implication of sustainable
yield policy (rate of time
preference and opportunity cost of
capital). It alsoexplored the value
ofnon-marketable forest products.

Interestingly, • the nco-
Malthusian perspectivewhich rests

"Central to [Adam's] definition is the stress on the poor people's right to exist
on their own terms and that sustainable development is the beginning of a

process and not the end."

Origins of the Discussions on
Sustainable Development

One may wonder how
C04f1icting interest groups came
up with the term sustainable
development with ~ring

definiliODS and mcaninp in mind.

MitliIl traced the origins of
the discussion to the 70s with the
Publication of Meadows, ct al.'s
Limits to Growth (1972); Only
One Earth (1972) by Ward and
Dubas whichthey prepared'for the
UN Conference on Human
Environment in 1972, and
Schaumacher's Small is Beautiful
(1973).

BothBabier (1987)and Pe'EZ'f
(1989),u quoted by Mitlin, op.
cit., agreed that the pioneering
work of Meadows, WardIDllbos
and Scbaumacher made the
clarion call warniDg the global
community that economicgrowth
must run into decisive bottlenecks
against the perspective of the
environment.

Babier identifies the two
&trazadltbat are evident in the
threcgreatworks:firstly,thereis
the &tresson the "basic needs"
approach in the efforts to help the

concept. Redclift for instance,
traced the debate to the
development of the popularity of
sustainable development in
relation to the growing awareness
of and attempts to respond to
environmenta1constraints.

Grove '(1991) discussed the
changing conceptualiWion in
Britain in the 16th to the 18th
century,

Drawing on a number of
sources including nature conser
vation. tropical ecology, and
managerialism, Adams (1990),
explained the evolution and
development of the popularity of
sustainable development in
relation to the growing awareness
of and attempts to respond to
environmental constraints.

Mitlin, op, cit., still quoting
Adams, showed that the increased
ccetact with various speciali
zations and disciplines beganto lay
the foundations for sustainable
development. Forestry, in the 18th
and the 19th centuries, for
instance, drew on growth biology
to develop such concepts as
sustainable yield (the amount of
timber which can be extracted
from the, strand on a fegularbasis

on Malthusian conclusions formu
latedin 1798 finds its expression in
lobby groups concerned with
over-population. This is the basis
of the North's agendum on
population control. Malthus
maintained that a population
lcannot exceed its resources
without famine or disease
providing a natural c::heck: on
p<>pulationgrowth.

Political science stressed the
need for policy'changes and
explored the concept of power.
Participation in ecological
planning, use of appropriate
technology, and the demand for
the satisfaction of basicneeds are
among' the issues addressed by
politicalsc:ience.

Adams, op. cit. and Redclift,
op. cit. pointed out that the
Marxist approach is unable to take
adequate accounts of environ
mental goods. Both claimed that
SC)Ciety-nature relationships are
much broader than what Marxist
theory allowsfor.

This is ofcoursec:ontestedby
authors of Marxist orientation.
Leiss (1972), Gray (1991), and
~eras(1991) to mention a few,
extensively discussed environ-
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mental degradation as a result of
domination and hegemony by First
World countries.

Adams, however, offers a
general discussion on the
relationship between "red" and
"green"thinking.

Literature on "deep ecology"
shows that the debate goes beyond
politica1economy,questioningthe
very tenets of scientific rationality.
It upholds the inherent rights of
every species (including disease
causing micro-organisms) to a
sustained existence, independent
of their instrumental value to
human beings.

The apok gies of deep ecology
have intensified the debate on
sustainable development, putting
policy makers and planners into a
dilemma: should sustainabilitybe
for people or for the biosphere?

Responses to the Dilemma

To make sense out of the
concept of sustainability, Mitlin,
op.cit.,inherreviewofliterature,
examined specific instances where
the concept is applied.

A discussion of the concept
first appeared in the Stockholm
papers entitled Natural Resource
Management (1980) where
questions, like does this apply to
individual species or to whole
ecosystems?, weretaclded.

Later developments showed
that the term was used to seek
funding or aid. For instance,
projects by the Swiss Directorate
for Development Corporation
focused on funded projects with
two criteria in mind:

1. project sustainability where
time is limited but with lasting
sustainableoulputs.

2. prospects of achieving auto
nomy andself-reliance.

Conway and Babier(I990)
defined sustainabilityas the ability
to maintain productivity whether
of a field, a farm, or a country/
nation in the face of shock or
stress. Three criteria were raised
in agricultural development:

1. productivity (absolute amount
produced)

2. stability (how reliable is
production)

3. equality (all receiving an equal
share of the produce)

On project sustainability,
Pezzy (1989) brought out another
criteria: long term, derived from
inter/intra generational justice,
they act as coustraints. However,
Pezzyis vague as to the system to
which sustainability is to be
applied. Questions whether the
projects should be sustainable or
whether they should be made to
allow for trade-offs are nol
addressed.

The concept of sustainability
was later extended beyond eco
logical areas and to the social
sphere. Social conditions and
structures for achieving ecologicai
sustainabilityweretargeted - the
requirements for institutions to
come up with agreements and
policies providing for structures
that would ensure replacement of
renewable resources.

The discussion on changing
social structures was given
emphasis for the simple reason
that they perpetuate the lifestyle of
extreme exploitation and waste
fulness. Criteria, imposing limits
on human systems, have to be set
It was argued that human beings
have an immense capacity to adapt

compared to the limited capacity
of the natural environment.

Achieving Sustainable
Development

Different comaussions,
notably from the United Nations,
came aborning with the aim of
achieving sustainable develop
ment.

1. The UN World Commission
on Environment also known as
the Bruntland Commission in
1983 brought to fore the
seriousness of the ecological
destruction and the corres
ponding no non-sense policy
measures needed. Among
others, it reconciled the North
and South controversy en
joining the whole of human
kind to take responsibility for
OurCommonFuture.

This appropriate title of the
Bruntland Report underscores the
fact that questions of development
and environment is one single
issue. It espouses, therefore, the
policy of ensuring sufficiency of
food to every human being while,
at the same time, protecting the
disappearing species and the
threatened ecosystem.

It recognized the need to meet
global energy demands for
industrial growth, including urban
development that meets the needs
of all citizens, without causing
environmental degradation.

All these necessitate popu
lation control and development of
existing human resources at the
national and regional levels.

The international environment
policy provides that global growth
should be accompanied by
redistribution (nol in terms of aid



but of just and equitableeconomic
relations).(parenthesissupplied]

There is, lastly, the need to
arrive at new forms of managing
globalcommonsin order to reduce
military expendituresand the risk
of Will!'. Wal' and its armaments
are:thebest destroyer of nature.
Institutional change is imperative
to aChieve all these.

2 The Latin American Carib
bean Commission on Deve
lopment and Environment
came up with Our Common
Agenda (1991), where the
interdependence of the North
and the South is underscored
even as it traces the
developmentproblems of the
region to the hegemonyof the
North. The. focus of the
report, though, is the
alleviationof povertybased on
theuse of the region's natural
resources. It emphasizes the
imperativesof changingsocio
politico-economicinstitutions
as well as technological
apparatuses if developmentis
to be sustainable.

3. The World Health Organi
zation (WHO) Commission
on, Health and Environment
published Our Own Planet
Earth (1992)whichdiscusses
human health maintenance
and imptovement.

Noteworthy is the Com-
mission's emphasis on the
mutualityof meetinghealth needs
and ecological sustainability.It is
asserted that health is directly
related with a high consumption
type of lifestyle.On the contrary,
simple 'livingand balanced intake
of food, proper exercise,fresh and
clean air and environment are
what essentialin eliminatinghealth
problems: disease, pre- mature
death,~jury,etc.

4. The World CoIiservatiom
Strategy (1980),published by
World Conservation Union
(IUCN) focuses mainly on
conservation of resources. It
points out the reality of
resource limitation and the
carrying capacity of eco
systems. This'necessitates
strategies on living resource
conservation in order to
maintain ecological process
es, preserve genetic diversity,
and ensure sustainable
utilization of species and
ecosystems.

Though highly criticized, the
WCN's thinking has contributed
to the critical evolution of
sustainabledevelopment.Learning
from the criticisms, WCN after
the decade, published Caringfor
the EaTth, A Strategy for
Sustainable Living (1991). The
WCN expanded from mere
conservation to· social and
economic concerns that provide
real improvementson the quality
of . life. The whole concept is
utopian, according to Mitlin, but
neverthelessit is attainable;in fact
it is the only rational course of
action.

S. The Environmental Concerns
and CommonwealthC0mmis
sionis composedof a group of
experts on the perspectivesof
Commonwealth countries.
They take up the concerns of
small states and the gender'
aspects of environment and
development.

On. the whole, the issue of
sustainable development is juXta
posed with economic growth.
There are those whomaintainthat
these two are incompatible.There
are those who hold that the latter
is essentialin achievingthe former.
The geographic focus of the
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contenders in the debate
determines their stand. Pro
ponents from the North tend to
stress the limits to economic
growthwhilethose from the South
tend to stress the need for growth.

There are those who maintain
a third view,·i.e., that sustainable '
development 'and economic
growth are not incompatible. In
fact, they point out that economic
growth is not only compatiblebut
essential to the protection of the
environment ThIs view, however,
rests on high technological
progress and appropriate resource
conservationpolicies.

The debate can be brought to
brass tacks by assigningmonetary
values to natural resources and
ecosystems to aid C economic
decision-making.

One last issue needs to be
examined closely - the pre
occupation with biodiversityrests
on the economic potential of
useful tropical plants which when
Converted to pharmaceutical
would bring millions to business
corporations. Gray sounded the
warning signalto the.Iadigenaus
peoples whose ancestral lands
abound with. these 'plants to
prevent usurpatinn by multi-
nationalcorporations. .

Capping her review of
literature with· a resume on the
Third World type of sustauiable
development,Mitlin points out the
fact that this type of sustainable
development is dominated by
donor agencies.

The guiding philosophy is
premised on the fact. that the
grinding poverty of people is the
source of environmental degra
dation. They exhaust their natural
resources to keep themselvesfrom
st~
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Again two groups are seen
vying for recognition in their
approaches. There is the group
that limits the strategy to
livelihood programs that would
guarantee the immediate satis
faction of needs and provide
security with low risk. Projects
include sustainable livelihood,
appropriate technology and
industry, human settlements, and
other institutional developments.
The other camp, however, stresses
the point that sustainable develop
ment goes beyond local focus.
Central to their argument is the
role ofintccnationalstructures that
limit the possibilities of the local
economy. The unequal trade
relations, including onerous debt
policies imposed by the World
Bank and the International Mone
tary Fund are major constraints to
sustainable development

Third World authors are one
in pointing out the impact of
colonization on the environment
Expansionism or colonization was
undertaken primarily to search for
and exploit materials to
support the industrialization of
Europe.

Historical-Philosophical
Perspectives of Ecological
Thinking

The imperatives of this'section
stem from the problematic. of
sustainable development itself.
Even as the debate goes on,
environmental destruction the
world over is unabated. The
realities of global degradation has
a long history. Leissclaimsthat as
complex and momentous as they
are, they are only the symptoms.
Modem mind-set relegates the
problem, and the survey of
literature bears this out, within an
unexamined frame of references
- Science and Technology (S&T).
These will take care assuredly, of

the environmental problems. NOt
for free, of course, economic
calculus has it that human beings
themselves should foot the bill and
only those who arc willing to pay
the price can enjoy the commo
dities that used to be free - clean
air, blue seas, aystal streams,
productive land, virgin forests,
milder climate, flowery meadows,
etc.

No sufficient solutioncxists at
the moment Definitely, the
techno-economic approach which
creates more problems and sucks
every participant in the debate
deeper into the dilemma is not
one.

Social science, specifically
anthropology, tells us that human
beings found themselves, 'in the
early periods of their existence,one
with Nature. There was deep
kindred spirit to a point of
reverence, awe, and wonder.
Humans, in turn, were nurtured by
her, as it were, to the point of
prodigality. Self-consciously and
reflectively though, they attuned
themselves to hu rhyme and
rhythm.

Over time, through the growth
and complexification of the human
brain, caused andeffected bykeen
observations of the surroundings,
actual labor and experiences,
humans learned more of the
secrets of nature. These
experiences stored as knowledge
and learning in the brain were in
turn creatively applied as huinans
moved up the evolutionary
trajectory. The resultant concepts
and ideas took on concrete forms
and structures, the totality of
which we now callCULTURE.

Through cxtrasomatic forms
of adaptation, humans learned to
imitate Nature in her nurturing
capacity. For humans learned to
produce food, used and

manufactured tools,build shelters,
made use of fire and harnessed
otber forces of Nature.

In all these endeavors, that
part of culture which captures and
translates human reOective
capacities on the non-material
levels was given - predominance.
Humans at this stage,contrary to
modem speculations, were not
brutes, barbarians, or savages in
the connotations we know. They
were deeply spiritual. They were
oriented to the transcendent, to
the world of the spirits which to
them pervaded and is thesource of
the forces of Nature, ineluding
human nature.

It goes without saying that
because of this orientation their
life wasunfr~nted. Whether in
war or in peace, in plenty or in
scarcity, in the pursuit of their
daily subsistence, their life was one
integral activity. They were
animated with a desire to appease
and to be in harmony with the
transcendent, with Nature, as wen
aswith theirfellow humans.

Peter Farb (1975) gives a
comprehensive description of the
techno-economic dimension of
culture. The hunting-gathering
stage which covers the longest
span of years in the evolutionary
trajectory, lays the foundation for
subsequent development, m.
eluding our modern industrial
stage.

While it is true that this
technoeconomic form of sub
sistence and the population
density (10 Millionhuman beings
all over the globe'""until some U
thousand years ago) may not have
been that taxingto the ecosystem,
the behaviors developed during
the ascendancy of this form of
adaptation have minimized the
disruption anddamage done to the
environmenL



"By hindsight, litcan be said that the
transition from the bunting-gathering mode of

adaptation to food production was a wrong
turn for humankind."

The primacy of sharing,
eooperetion, and other altruistic
behaviors offset the eft'ed: of
intensive I:Xploitation.Even a small
band numbering a few dozen
people is likely to overharvest and
so experience the "imminence of
diminishing returns." They pay
the price oOonger man hours in
hunting to farther places or have
lesser food intake.

Society and social groups were
extremely important to them.
Contrary to the claims of Thomas
Hobbes (Leviathan, 1651) and
Mark Twain (Roughing It, 1871)
that hunters-gatherers had no
society (Quoted byFarb, op. cit.).

It goes without saying that
extreme individualism and its
accompanying vice of hoarding
and possessiveness inimical to
common living were then
unheard of. The intuitive fear of
violence springs from the fact that
this poses a threat to their social
group.

The onset of food production,
first by shifting cultivation and
later by permanent agriculture,
marked a quantum leap in the
progress of human kind. The
effects on nature and human
nature were unprecedented. More
fundamental changes in human
ways of life occurred in the
preceding three million years.

Braidwood, Fagan, and
Flannery claimed that there wasa
sharp increase in population and
qualities . of both plants and
animals as a result of domes
tication.Wlld sheep, for instance,
have very little wool compared to
domesticated ones. Wild cows
produced limited milk and only
when nursing. Certain species like
corn, date palms, and bananas
would have become extinct
without human intervention in
propagating them.

Increase in food andin human
population were the hallmarb of
this stage. Thetrade-offs, however,
were enormously devastating. Vast
tracts of forest land were cleared,
irrigated, and planted with grain,
beans, and squash as exemplified
in the New World.

The increase in population,
whether the cause or the
consequence of food production,
brought with it the scourges of
epidemics, famine, conquest, and
warfare. Contests for arable lands
ended in the subjugation of One
group by another. This became the

order of the.day, even as these
lands became the breeding places
of disease-carrying vermin,ticks,
fleas, and mosquitoes. The fowls,
including cows, pigs, and other
aniinals that were domesticated
carried with them pathogenic
microorganisms that caused
pulmonary tuberculosis, anthrax,
and parasitism to name a few.

More important than the
power to facilitate and enhance
biological processes was the power
to. alter the properties of matter.
This is manifested in the
manufacture of tools from ores,
pottery from clay and soil, etc. All
these brought a profound intel
lectual awareness and new
confidence in the human beings'
capacity to satisfy their needs and
wants .. This, in turn, created
tremendous impact on the
environment and made more
complex and aggravated the chain
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of reactions on the socio-political"
ideological dimensions of human
existence.

Once underway, human
existence was never the same,
anymore that the environment can
sustain. The transformation of
societies in all their cultural
dimensions could not be held
back. The trajectory travels faster
than ever wreaking havoc all the
way. By hindsight, it can be said
that the transition from the
hunting-gathering mode. ~
adaptation to food production was
a wrong tum for humankind.

The succeeding periods of
industrialization/modernization
rode roughshod on the same path
in the trajectory. This augurs weU
for the final destruction of the
planet Earth unless humankind
decides otherwise. The double-.
edged character of the agricultural
stage is magnified a hundred times
given the sheer pace and scope of

.change in the age ofmodernity.

It is instructive to retrace our
steps to the 17th century when,
with the ascendancy of
Christianity, the attempt to take
run control of nature to satisfy
human wants and needs wastaken
seriously as adivioe mandate.

Here the historical delineation
of ecological issues will take on
ideological and epistemological
overtones.

The preceding period, charac
terized by the spread of the Greco-
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Roman cultures into the known
world,gaveus an inlding into their
world view as expressed in their
myths.With the revivalof classical
learning, these myths, including
the biblical creation stories, were
used byphilosopherslikeBaron to
push their ideas of probinginto the
secrets of nature in a more
systematicand orderlymanner.

The drive to dig deeper into
nature's way using what we now
call the scientific method, was a
reaction to the prevailingmode of
inquiry - magic. Magicians, the
prototypes of modem-day
scientists, were regarded highly
and taken as advisersto the kings
and nobles and were in fact more
powerfulthan the rulers (Leiss, op.
cit.). Bacon sought to encourage
intellectual pursuits through royal
patronage. He won his cause,
however, through the
indestructible apology which
struck at the heart - the strong
Christian sentiments which swept
Europe at the time. The biblical
quote in the book of Genesis "to
subdue the earth and all that is in
there" was to be concretized in a
serious study,by all and sundry,of
the processes of nature and how
theymightservehumanbeings.

Descartes and Newton, the
other two of the triumviratewho,
though existing at different
centuries,coursedhistoryto where
we are now. They stressed the
importance of mathematics in
understanding and translatingthe
laws governing nature into a
concise and orderly paradigm.
"Thisextends to the terrestrial and
celestiallawsofgravityand motion
which finally ushered in the
wholesaletransformationof nature
(Leiss 1977; MacDonaugh 1991;
Ferkissl969).

The mechanicalparadigmdid
not merely push the Homo Faber
to create new machines and

effectively control the planet
Earth. It also changed the manner
in which we view everything on
Earth, includingourselves.This is
best seen in the politico-economic
dimensionof our life.McDonaugh
insightfullypoints out the manner
in which we view the Gross
National Product (GNP). This
economic indicator of progress
merelytells us the speed at which
the manufacturing and service
sectors take naturalresources,
process them,speed them through
the market, and in a few years,
discard them in a heap. It does not
tell us the interchange of goods
and servicesbetweenall speciesin
the life community.It surely does
not tell of the domination of
human beingsof other speciesand
evenofother fellowhumans.

The dominationof nature and
of fellow humans takes place
overtly, as well as covertly, and
knows no limit. Indeed, with
human ingenuity, through the
instrumentality of science and
technology, domination ranges
from outright usurpation of lands
and resources from indigenous
and rightful occupants, anni
hilating the latter if need be, to
such varied irisidious and
surreptitious means as mass
media, tourism, missionarywork,
lawsand decrees,etc.

ImplicationsandConclusions

The unique contnbution of
social science, and anthropology
for that matter, to the proper
understanding of ecological
problems and the proposed
solution of sustainable develop
ment lies in its traditionof holistic,
comparative,empirical and histo
ricalorevolutionaryapproaches.

What we have done briefly is
to approximate these approaches.
It is instructiveto look afresh into

these tenets. Ferkiss (1969)
insightfullybringsout the idea ofa
new holism,"newnaturalism, and
newimmanentismin his critiqueto
the technologicalworld view.It is
summarized here by way of
concludingthis paper.

New Naturalism. At the
expense of being labeled as
atavistic, Ferkiss, a political
scientist at that, suggests not to
regard nature/physical environ
ment as inert, rigid, and mindless
- a deterministic machine that
Newton conceived of. The
indigenous thinking cap runs
parallel to the anthropological
hallmarks that humans are in fact
part of nature rather than apart
from it. In fact, the biblicalpeople
(e.g., psalmists) are one in their
deep respect of Nature.

In contrast, the old philosophy
dominatedbydualismand laterby
scientism of the Enlightenment
period looked to the world of
Nature as something to conquer,
to dominate. It lost sight of the
creation stories and focused
exclusively on human history, on
the Fall and the Redemption.The
traditionalChristianthinkingtakes
the idea of liberation or redemp
tionas one of rejecting the world
and concentratingon savingsouls
for the worldbeyond.

New Holism. Closely related
to the new naturalism is a new
holism. This is the realization of
the interconnectedness of every
thing. Included in this is the
evolutionary concept which
emphasizes the idea of
"becoming," This argues strongly
against the deeply held distinction
betweenbeing and non-being.The
Newtonianconceptof the worldas
matter in motion, a complex of
forces exerted on obiects,the idea
ofleverage and weight - all these
connectedwith theearly period of



industrial era ought to give way to
the idea of process.

Processes and systems imply,
among other things, a recognition
that nopart is meaningful outside
of the whole. No part can be
defined and understood save in
relation to the Whole. There is no
such thing as closedor isolated
systems, none in nature, none in
culture, none in societies. On the
contr;ury, the empirical world
exists in mind-body-society-nature
totality. More importantly, this
organic Whole is determined not
from the outside but from within.

New Immanentism:The orga
nic whole: presupposes an interior
principle of order and becoming.
Eastern philosophies and indi
genous thought stresses this
immanence in what Christians call
pantheism. For -the Judea
christian tradition, God is
primarily "up there," or "ollt
there." This is traced to the fact
that the biblical people were living
in inhospitable environments in
the Middle East. So that both the
pastoralist (e.g, Abraham, Lot,
etc.) and the settlers felt the need
to separate the Divine from the
human and the natural world.
This is in direct contrast with the'
fertility cults which are similar to
indigenous tribal religion. Here'
the deity reveals itself in the
rhythm of the natural world,
especially in the mystery of
fertility,

Christian thought is further
truncated by the legacies of the
Enlightenment era dominated by
physicists who see the deity as
cosmic watchmaker of the
universe; here everything is set and
done.

, Biological anthropology,
however, points to the fact that
nature works in another way. Life
is anti-entopic. The factory that

makesthe parts of the flower is
inside, and is not afactorybllta
development. The aeative
principle isnot external.

These new modes of anthro
pological thinking are offered to
provide the necessary basis for the
outlook that must come to
permeate human society if humans
are to survive the existential
revolution and the destructive
effects that come underway.
Modem humans must so
internalize theseideas and make
them part of their instinctive
world view in order to inform our
personal, societal, and cultural life.
This, in tum, willmake us realize
that our aim is not to conquer
nature but to live in harmony with
it.•
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OVERVIEW: POLICIES, STRATEGIES
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
IMPLEMENTATION FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

• Carmencita T. Aguilar·

In the 60's and 70's, the term
sustainable development was often
used in relation to the country's
economic development strategy
intended to utilize and develop
the economic resources of the
country toward agro-industrial
productivity. Theobjective was for
the country's economy to achieve a
level of viable and self-reliant
development. One of the strategies
for sustainable development then,
was to allow foreign investors to
develop our natural resources fot
export to provide support for
trade. Some foreign investments
came and local capitals, in joint
ventures, participated in the
development of resources in the
hope that economic growth could
be achieved.

In the 80's and 90's we saw
that together with the development
effort to make the natural
resources productive, came also
the depredation of our forests,
mangroves, rivers, and fishing
grounds. There was also the
destruction of the environment
and widespread pollution of the
atmosphere, lands and seas caused
by domestic wastes, industrial
wastes, pesticides, mining wastes

and oil spills. Above all, a great
number of our people get poorer
than before and more deprived of
what ought to belong to them in
terms of economic benefits. The
objective to bring about industria
lization did not happen altogether
as intended. Agricultural develop
mentcould not provide sufficiency
in food for the popuIation
requirement. Today, we still
suffer acutely from power failure
and the energy crisishas hindered
industrial productivity and income
potentials. The gainsof the 70's in
industrial development were set
back. Worse, the Philippines has
to import basic agricultural
product to abate food shortage.

It is to our advantage that the
United Nations in the mid 80's
initiated the thinkingtbat sustain
able development must take into
consideration the global preser
vation of the natural resources and
the protection of the environment
for the benefit of the people. In
the well-attended Earth Summit in
Riodelaneiroinlunel992,itwas
made clear that sustainable
development means the manage
ment of economic growth so that
no irreparable damage is dose to

the environment. A desirable
economic development must
satisfy the needs of humanityand
must protect theinterests of future
generation.

The Philippine government in
1988,through the Department of
Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR) formulated a
Philippine Strategy for Sustainable
Development (PSSD) which
addressed the adverse impact of
growth and development on the
environment caused by pollution
from agro-industrial activities as
well as the exploitation, misuse
and depletion of the natural
resources. The ten strategies
adopted by the DENR considered
the following: (1) the integration of
the environment factors in the
formulation and decision-making
thus, recognizing the need to
organize special units as the
Natural Resource Accounting,
Environmental Impact Assessment
and Land Use PlanniI:3- Some
results of the operations of these
units,however, are yet to be seen.

The other strategies include:
(2) the proper pricing of natural
resources that should build-in the

--=chair, Governing Council; President, Philippine PoIltlcal Science Alaoclatlon; and AuocIate Professor, Oepaltmant 01
PolltlcaiSclence,UnlveraltyofthePhlllpplnes.



cost of the damages to the
environment; (3) the property
rightsrcfonn that shall regulate
the opel! access to the natural
resources with instruments like
forest stc:'IVardship contracts, small
holder 1l1nber concessions, arti
ficial reef licenses, community
forests, OOmmunityfishinggrounds
and mlBing cooperatives to
provide equitable access, tenurial
security and responsibility system
in the utilization of natural
resources; (4) the establishment of
an integnlted protected areas
system that sbaIlconserve the wild
lifo and unique ecosystems in
order to preserve the genetic
resources for scientific, educa
tional, cultural and historical
valucs;(5)therehabi1itationofthe
degraded ecosystems which shall
require the reforestation of
denuded watersheds, mangrove
replantation, clean-up and control
of pollution and revival of
biologically dead rivers and
transplantationofseagrass; (6) the
strengtheningofresiduaJsmanage

.ment in industry or pollution
control which would involve
technological innovationS which
appeared difficult to realize
immediately. Thus, the instru
ments for pollution control rest
more on the strengthening of the
pollution control laws, supple
mented by providing economic
incentives to pollutive firms to
install pollution control faci1ities.
(1) The involvement of the
population consensus and social
welfare in development planning
with the intention that they
become the industrial base for
livelihood which shall preserve the
ecosystems 'and the natural
resources. The population
program therefore, must include
improvements in health, education
and values formation to be
implemented in the regional and
community levels which shall

emphasize the benefits and
importance of spacing births.
Population distribution must
encourage migration towards the
less densely populated and less
environmentally sensitive areas;
(8) The rural areas must be
developed where majority of
people live by providing employ
ment to increase incomes in the
rural areas. The rural folks can
either be the protector or the
destroyer of' the ecosystems
depending on their economic
situation. By empowering them to
participate in policy-making and
project implementation, and by
granting them equitable access to
natural resources and ~emative .
livelihood they can contribute to
the development of the rural areas.
(9) environmental education which
shall be integrated in the
elementary and secondary schools
curricula to develop social values
supportive of environmental
protection and commitment. And
finally (10) constituency building
must be strengthened by allowing
NGOs to assist in the environ
mental protection and manage
ment efforts of the DENR.

The framework and strategies
formulated by the DENR shall
apply to the environmental and
sustainable development policies
of the major sectors, namely;
population, environment and
natural resources, agriculture,

industry, infrastructure and
energy. The DENR hasprovided
the major sectors with assessments
and situationers on the resources
available. The policy imple
mentation and its outcome are
dependent on these various
sectors. The DAR and CARP
policies have considered integ
ration of the sustainable develop
ment and environmental preser
vation objectives and the necessary
support services requirements.

The DENR strategy is broad
and encompassing. .This paper
presents some aspects that were
given priority.

1. TheRehabilitatio{tofDelJ1lded
Ecosystem

As reported by the DENR,
the rehabilitation of the forests
and upland was given priority
attention. The Philippine total land
area is 30 million hectares and 15
million hectares of this comprise
the ecosystem. The ecosystems
include the soil cover and
croplands, fresh water supplies,
the air and coastal areas. The
forest lands is about 800,000
hectares and 6.5 million hectares
of these had been deforested. The
denudation of the forests bad.been
due to the kilingiJJ and timber
poaching done by 8 million forest
dwellers or by illegal loggers. The
policies to improve the greening of

, theforestsarethe~?nowing:
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1. Enforcement of forest laws
against timber poachers and
illegal loggers particularly on
the regulation of llceases for
timber and forests.

2. Reforestation efforts using up
land families and commu
nities al\d non-governmental
organizations lIS coatraetors.

3. Provisions for more tenurial
security of the uplanders to
discourage them from
engaging in slash and bum
agriculture. Included among
uplanders are the indigenous
communities.

4. Alternative livelihood oppor
tunities for forest dwellers to
discourage them from cutting
trees for a living.

5. Development of communities
in the uplands and forest areas
as part of the forest manage-.
ment and protection by
involving the non-government
organizations.

6. Ban Db logging and lumber
exports means banon logging
in old-growth or virgin forests
and shift of timber production
to residual forests. The former
is protection forests and the
latter is production forests.
The plan for forest develop
ment is for a 25 year period
and that commercial develop
ment of residual forests will
continue up to 2015.

The govemmeDl budgetary
support to the DENR is as follows:
1986 - P1.OS B; 1987 - 20%
more or Pl.34 B; 1988 - P1.59 B;
1989 - PJ.29 B; 1990 - P4.55B
which included the imple
mentation of the National Foresta
tion Program (NFP). For 1991. the
appropriation was PJ.74 B and for
1992 was PJ.06 B. These
appropriations were considered
the most supportive budget that

government had ever given to
DENR. But the DBNR still bas
to avail of external sources of
funds for the NFP such as the
loans from the AsianDevelopment
Bank (ADB) and the Overseas
Economic Cooperation Fund of
Japan (OECP) of $120 million
each. The US Agency for Interna
tional Development for the
Natural Resources ManagemeDt
Program (USAID-NRMP) gavea
$125 million graDt in aid,
considered to be the largest grant
given to the environment and
natural resources sector from this
institution. The World Bank also
gave a loan of $369 million under
the environment and natural
resources sectoral adjustmeDl
loan. TheDENR program in 1992
for reforesting denuded forest
areas was estimated to costP13O
billion covering 6.5 million
hectares. With the funds poured
into the reforestation program, the
DENR is expected to show a
success story.

2 NGD', Involvement in
Reforestalion

The NGO's involvemeDl in
implementing the National
Forestation Program began in
1988~ reforestation contractors,
evaluators and assessors. In terms
of performance, a total of 520,100
hectares of forests had been
replanted since 1986. A total of
P1.OS B reforestation contracts
were given to some 500,000
beneficiaries. This, according to
the DENR provided 520,000 jobs
- one person to a hectare
proportion. (The MarCOI admi
nistration's DENR was able to
reforest only 649,095 hectares.)
The contractors were required to
maintain the trees for three ycars
to assure their survival. F'mal
payment to contractors is paid
only after threeycars to be assured
of the tree'. survival. The

monitoring is done by the NGO's,
the COA, and the ADB and the
OECF personnel The DENR
claimedthat in 1989, it wasable to
rep1aDt 131,404 hectares, more
than the 119,000 hectares that
were denuded or deforested. In
1990,it claimedto have replanted
191,663 heaares against 9O,00J
hectares thatwere deforested The
National Forestation Program also
provided for the development of
industrial forest plantations which
was funded by an ADB loan of $25
million to encourage the private
sector investments in forest
rehabilitation.

3. The .Integraled Social
FOI'eStty Program (lSF) was also
implemented to provide the
upland peop1e tenurial security by
giving them stewardship contract
certificates (SCC) for twenty five
years. Kaingin farmers were
regulated by givingthem tenure to
the forest lands as well as
agro-forestrytechnologyassistance
on the condition that a portion of
the land granted to them was
planted to trees. They were also
expected to observe soil conser
vation measures. TheISF program
had been in operation since 1982
and is considered as an effective
upland development strategy.
From 1982 to 1985, 47,950
Stewardship contracts certificates
were issued under PROFEM n
and from 1987 to 1991. a total of
430,819 hectares covered by
146,467 stewardship contracts
were distributed.

The ISF program assisted the
forest dwellers with support
services such as access roads,
sIi:Ia1I water impunding dams and
upland farmers training on
community organizing. The
dwellers earned income through
reforestation contracts. The 1990
program included the community
reforestation program (CFP)



iWhichallowedthcoommunityto
participate in the managementand
protection of the residual forest
lands iincluding those lands
reforested under the NFP. The
community had also the privilege
to harvest the mature trees in the
place. Contracts for oommunity
training and organizingwere also
given to qualifiedNGOs. Forest
Land Management Agreements
(FLMAs) were also given to
NGOs that had accomplished
successfulreforestation activities.
There aceD oommunityforesta
tion program sites in the country,
Loggingban is implementedin the
Oldgrowthocvirginforests and in
areas with 1,000meters elevation.
'l'hc loggingban had reduced the
Tnnber LicenseAuthority (TLA)
to onlyD from143in 1987 which
COVl:I'ed an area of 5.4 million
lu:ct&resor32%ofdeclaredforest
lands.The coverage of TLAs
presentlyis 2.2 millionhectares or
13 per cent of declared public
forestland.

4. The pricing and valuation
of resourtes was done by the
imposition of an environmentalfee
of PSOO per cubicmeter of timber
harvested in naturalforests, This
was implemented since luly 15,
19!1O. In October 1991, Republic
Ad 7161 was passed. which
authorized the inaease in forest
charges on timberand other forest
products. The increase was 2S
percent of theold P30 per squace
meter fcc. 'l'hc fees also varied
according to the timber species
and grades. Agrofocestrywas also
enooUCaged under the Social
Forestry Program to rationalizc
the IaDdusc in the upland area
and to encouragefoodproduction.
Food crops were planted·
altcmatelywith trees.

On illegallogging,the DENR
cont'ilK:ated m,769 cubic meters
of contraband timber and 8.'78

million lineal meters of rattan and·
other forest products mom
1987-1992.There were 1,140cases
filed illegalloggingbuttherewere
only45 convictions,Among those
convictedwere 82 militaryoffieers
and millitary men, 9 local
government officials and one
Korean national. The ban on
logging in old growth forests and
the permit to log 011 residual
forests took effcc:ton lanuary 1,
1992.

5. For the protection of the
indigenous communities, the
Indigenous Community Affairs
Division(lCAD) wascreated. The
lCAD is expected to issue
Certificates O~ Ancestral Land
Claims (CALC)•.The indigenous
community claims (ICC) in the
Cordillera had been granted. The
ICes also provide livelihood
support by allowing oommunity
participation in the National
Focestation Program and the
CommunityForestationProgram.

6. The ecosystem is also
upgraded by requiring the envi
ronmental regulatorymeasuresfor
the mining industry particularly
the smallsca1e miniDg. Thousands
arc employed in gold mining in
both the South and in the North
who acecxposedtothedangcr IrJf
collapsing tunnels,mercury lind
cyanide pollutants and poisoning.
The DENR had provided training
of small scale miners in builditig
safe tunnels and precautionary
measures agaiDst mercury and
cyanide health risk with the
assistance of the ,Department of
Health. The DENR had also
implemented the Mineral
Production ShariDg Agreement:
(MPSA) and· at the same time
allowed the 100 percent foreign
equity in mining operations. TiD
implement the mining environ
mental measures, the EnvirOJl,o
mental Impac:tAssessmellt (EIA)
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system was applied to miniDg
projects and operation. Protective
requirements againstmine tailinp
disposal and soil erosion ace
monitored. Reforestation is made
on depleted mine areas.

7. The urban environmenthas
been given attention by cleaning
up the industrial and domestic •
waste in major waterways under
the Rivers Revival Program. The
Metro Manila waterways were
givenpriorityattentionbecauscof
the serious pollution problems in
the area. The priority project was
the Navotas-Malabon-TulJahan..
Tenejeros System.· The DENR
adopted the policyof involving12
biggest polluters in any area as
arms in the pollution drive.
Polluting firms within the area
were ocdered to close downor de
pollute. As a result, an amount of
P9 billionhad been contributedby
the industrial firms to fund their
pollution Management Programs
in cooperation with the DENR.
The EIA had included require
ments such as .the monitonng
projec:t of designand by requiring
Environmental ComplianceCerti
ficates. The NEDA Investment
Coordinating Committee and the
finanCial institutions grant thc
BEC before approval is granted to
anyindustrial project.The fundiDs
supPort foc the Rivers R.evival
Program came from the World
Bank's Industrial Restruc:turing
Program, the IndustrialEfficicncy
and Pollution Control Program
and the USAID's Industrial
EnviroDment Management Prog-:
ram. The success of the river
cleansing effort depends on the
political will and scrioUSDllSl of
purpose- of the DENR imple
mentingarm.

The other projcc:t under the
Urban Environmental Program
was the anti-smoke bekhiDg
program called GASMASC or
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Group Against Smoke-Belching to
Make Air Safe and Clean
supported by civic groups and
NGOs. The focus was to improve
the air quality in Metro Manila
and other urban areas. According
to the DENR statistics, during the
five years operation of the
program, the Department
apprehended 132,125 vehicles
nationwide.

The other river systems in
Metro Manila under the Rivers
Revival Program are the Pasig-San
Juan-Marilcina River System; the
Las Pifias-Zapote River System;
Parafiaque River; Laguna Lake
Basin; and Meycauayan River. (A
clean-up of the Manila Bay was
part of the project.) The river
clean-up will include the septic
tank cleaning and sewerage
collection and treatment for
domestic sewage; individual or
combined waste water treatment
for industrial firms, dredging of
rivers to remove accumulated
debris; and the transfer of
squatters away from the river
banks.

Cabrldofromp.43

considered and the degree of
reliability of the data/information
used.

Population carrying capacity
of food production depends on the
land use mix decisions taken by
government planners and the
farmers themselves (i.e., the
amount of land devoted or allotted
to food crops, cash crops, nQA
food crops, tree crops, forest,
nature reserves/parks and wildlife
sanctuaries/reservation areas, and
built-up areas (residential,

8. The coastal resources had
been indiscriminately exploited
and depleted by the destruction of
mangroves, siltation, human
encroachment, dynamite fishing,
flow of all kinds of wastes and
other pollutants to the seas as well

overfishing. Of the 500,000
hectares of original mangrove
species vegetation in the 192Os,
only 38,000hectares are left today.
There are, however, 149,000
hectares of secondary growth
mangrove vegetation which are
considered as a positive factor in
forest resources. The coral cover
of the coastal resources occupies
33,036square kilometers but only
five to sixpercent is considered in
good condition. The coastal areas
had been affected by the mine
tailingsfrom the mining industries
aside from the pollution caused by
oilspills from the ships.

The depletion of the marine
life due to overfishing, as well as
wrong methods of fishing,remaiDs
a serious environmental issue. The
enforcement of the lawagainst this
must be improved.

commercial, industrial, institu
tional, etc.). Thus,given a certain
land use mix, population carrying
capacity of potential food
production could be determined.
Population carrying capacity
therefore changes through time as
land use changes.

The results of the population
carrying capacity study serve as an
important input in agricultural
development and population
planning. The study provides
information on the potentials of
the land andaquaticresourees ofa
particular geographic area to
support the food requirements of

The DENR strategy as I have
mentioned is encompassing and
has many positive points. But the
intention to reconcile sustainable
development and environmental
regulationon several programs has
to beassessed in terms of theirreal
accomplishment. A challenge 011

effective performance is thus
posed to all the government
sectors involvedin the implemen
tation of the sustainable develop
ment and environmental protee
tion programs and strategy hereby
presented.
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its projected populations. It also
gives an indication of the area's
margin for agriculturalgrowth, the
technology needed to optimize
production, and the critical year in
which food production even under
the best technological and
management conditions will no
longer be adequate to meet the
nutritional requirements of the
projected population. This
temporal inforniation provides the
signal for the immediate initiation
of concerted ste£"up actions
necessary to avert future food
crisis.•
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GOVE.RNMENT APPROPRIATIONS
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

• Sofronio 8. Ursa/*

Introduction

The most desirable and care
fullyplanned government program
for development will remain a
mere declaration of intent, unless
funds are actually committed to its
implementation. And the import
ance by which a government
regards a development program is
measured not by the rhetorics of
its policy pronouncements, but by
the magnitude of public funds
invested or appropriated for the
purpose.

This paper, therefore, will
attempt to inquire into how much
of government funds were
committed for the environment
and sustainable development
programs of thecountry from 1988
to 1993; what are the major project
components of these programs;
and how government investments
in this area rank among the other
competing government programs.

No inquiry ismade on how the
funds appropriated were spent,
nor the manner or status of the
program implementation, much
less an evaluation on the social

impact of these government
expenditures, all of which are
important public concerns which
could be an interesting subject for
further research.

The Roleof the State

No less than the Philippine
Constitution has declared it to be
a State policy to "protect and
advance the right of the people to
a balanced and healthful ecology
in accord with the rhythm and
harmony ofnature".l Towards this
end, government agencies have
been established, notably the
Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR)2, and
the Bureau of FISheries and
Aquatic Resources (BFAR).3

The DENR is the primary
government agencyresponsible for
the conservation, management,
development and proper use of the
country's environment and naturaJl
resources. To accomplish this
mandate the DENR is guided by
the following objectives: (a)
Assure the availabilityand sustain
ability of the country's ,natural

resources through judicious use
and systematic restoratinn or
replacement, whenever possible;
(b) Increase the productivity of
natural resources in order to meet
the demands for forest, mineral
and land resources of a growing
population; (c) Enhance the
contribution of natural resources
for achieving national economic
and social. development; (d)
Promote equitable access to
natural resources by the. different
sectors of the population; and (e)
Conserve specific terrestrial and
marine areas representative of the
Philippine natural and cultural
heritage for present and future
generations.

The DENR, in carrying out its
objectives, coordinates with the
following staff sectoral Bureaus,
Line-Regional Offices and
Attached Ageilcies:4

A. StaffSectoralBureaus

'I. ForestManagement
Bureau;

2. Lands Management
Bureau;

-.sofronioB. Ursalis a memberof thePhilippineBaranda MasterinPublicAdministration(U.P.-Cebu). He is
a Directorof the PhilippineSocietyfor PublicAdministration(PSPA) d1Id its representative to the SocialIssues
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3. Mines and Geo-Sciences
Bureau;

4. Environmental Manage
mentBureau;

S. Ecosystems Research and
Development Bureau and

6. ProtectedAreasand
Wildlife Bureau

B. Line-RegioMlOffices

1. DENR National Capital
Region;

2. Twelve Regional Offices
3. 74 Provincial Environ

mentandNatural;
Resources Offices
(PENRO);

4. Community Environment
and Natural Resources
Offices (CENRO).

c:AttachedAgencies

1. National Mapping and
Resource Information
Authority (NAMRIA);

2. Natural Resources Deve
lopment Corporation
(NRDC);

3. NationalElectrification
Administration (NEA).

Funding Environmental
Development

For the year 1993 the total
government appropriations for the
Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (QENR)
amounts to PJ.6 Billions.S This
represents 1.74% of the total
National Government budget of
P209 Billion for the same year.6

The DENR however obtained
better shares in the total
Government budget in the past,
with 2.91% orP4.5 Billion in 1990;
2.61% or PJ.OBillion in 1989; and
2.25% or PJ.7 Billion in 1991.
During the S-year period, the
banner year for the DENR is in

1989 when its share of the total
Government budget incceased by
114% from P1.4 Billion in the
previous year. Overall, the current
DENR appropriations increased
by P2.218 Billion, or some 157%
over that in 1988.

Compared with the budgetary
allocations of the other Depart
ments of Government, the DENR
appropriation ranks tenth-(lOth) in
priority under the Ramos
administration? The Departments
which have bigger shares of the
budget pie are the: (1) Depart
ment of Education, Culture and
Sports; (2) Department of
National Defense; (3) Department
of Public Works and Highways; (4)
Department of Local· Govern
ment; (5) Department of Agri
culture;(6)DepartmentofHe~th;

(7) Department of Transportation
and Communications; (8) State
Universities and Colleges; and (9)
Department of F'mance. From
1988 to 1991 the DENR budget
used to hold onto either rank 6th
or 7th, sliding down to rank 9th in
1992.

The 1993 DENR budget is
allocated among its various staff
sectoral bureaus and line-regional
offices as follows: (1) General
Administration and Support
Services - P736,024,000; (2)
Forest Management Services 
PS44,93S,OOO; (3) Land Manage
ment Services - P34S,798,OOO; (4)
Mines and Goo-Sciences Develop-
ment - P106,717,ooo; (5)
Environment Management
Services - P51,024,OOO; (6) Eco
systems Research and Develop
ment-P64,739,OOO;(7)Protected
Areas and Wildlife Resources
Development - P87,014,ooo; (8)
Locally Funded Projects 
P641,687,OOO; (9) Foreign Assisted
Peso Counterpart - Pl92,962,OOO;

and (10) Loan Proceeds 
P874,127,OOO.

In terms of object of
expenditures, 38.92% of ~
current DENR budget IS

earmarked for salaries and other
employee benefits; 29.45% for
maintenance and other operating
expenses; and 31.64% for ~
payment of capital outlays.
Salaries and wages used to occupy
53% of the total DENR budget in
1988, gradually declining in the
succeeding years, but regaining its
prominence in 1992 at 50.80%.
The allocation for capital outlays
has an erratic trend, with only
P22.5 Million in 1988 then
reaching a high of P1.9 Billion in
1990 and declining to P696
Milli~ninl992.

Major Programs and Projects

The programs and projects of
DENR may be categorized into
two types on the basis of·funding
sources, namely locally. funded
projects and foreign assis!ed
projects. For the 5-year penod
starting in 1988, locally funded
projects aggregated P2.6 Billion9;
while foreign assisted projects for
the same period totaled P6.1
Billion.10 The amount allocated
for locally funded projects in 1988
amounted to P585 Million while
for 1993 the amount allocated is
P642 Million, or an increase of
9.74%. Foreign assisted projects
started in 1989 with an
appropriation of P1.06 Billion
increasing to P2.5 Bil'lon the
following year then declining to
P1.7 Billion in 1991 and PZT
Billion in 1992. For 1993 the
projected funding for foreign
assisted projects is estimated at
P1.Q7Billion.-

There were 35 various typesof
loca1ly funded projects during the
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5-yearperiod ending in 1992 The
most heavilyfunded of which are
as follows:

Project
Rank Title Amount

1 Reforesta· Pl,171,815,000
lion Project

2 Cadastral 493,279,000
Survey

3, Surveyof 338,476,000
Tenanted
Rioe &Com
Lands under
LandReform
Program

4 Surveyof 204,111,000
Foreshore
Lands,Re-
settlement
Areas under
CARP

5 Integrated 165,9W,OOO
.SocialForestry

6 Watershed 68,532,006
Rehabilitation

Development
LowIncome 178,601,000
Upland
Communities
Project
RP-Japan 101,288,000
Forestry
Development
Watershed
Management
Project
Natural 56,601,000
Resources
Management&
Development
Project
Rainfed - 52,906,000
Resources
Dev.Project

Certain projects listed in the·
previousyearsno longerappear in
the current year's budget, notably
the following:RP-Japan Crocodile
Farming Project; RP-Jap:m.
ForestryDevelopmentProject and
Watershed Management; and

1988 to 1993,public funds in the
aggregateamount ofP19.47Billion
have been' invested for the
environment and' its sustainable
development. Also, in the yearly
national government budgets for
the same period the DENR
appropriations consistentlyranked
withinthe top 10agencieswith the
biggestfunding outlays.In fact the
DENR .annual share in the
national budget pie is equal to the
yearly joint appropriations for
both the Judiciary and the
Congress of the Philippines.This
amply demonstrates the relative
importance with which .the
PhilippineGovemmentattaches to
the environment and its
sustainabledevelopment.

In terms' of government
investments in specific projects,
the staggeringsum ofP10.5 Billion
has been set aside for the
environmentand naturalresources
development during the six-year
period from 1988 to 1993.Again
this is a convincingindication of

"But the setting aside of public funds is
merely the first step in the process of public

administration."

However, as earlier pointed,
the scope of thispaper is limitedto
the determining the magnitude of
public funds committed or
appropriated Ior the environment
and its sustainable development
within a period of half a decade.
But the setting aside' of public
funds is merelythe firststep in the
process of public administration.
Even more crucial would be the
manner by whichsuch fundsare

Based on thesixyearsurveyof
the general appropriations:acts of
the National Govemment from

ConclusIon

m-;!9;&=w.i,~~:m=~~"7 %""'ZW'

RP-New Zealand IntegratedTree the State's desire to implement its
Plantation Project. On the' other policyto "protect and advanoethe
hand, new projects appear in !the right of the people to a balanced
DENR budget to commence in and healthful ecology" as ell-
1993,as fonows:Environmentand shrined in the Constitution.
Natural Resouroes Sector
Adjustment .Project, Fisheries
Sector Loan, .Integrated Rain
forest Management Project and
Industrial Pollution Control
Project.Project

Rank Title Amount

The General Appropriations
Act for 1993 no longer carries
appropriations for theseprojects,
althougha catch-allitemidentified
as ''Maintenanoeand Protectil,lnof
ExistingPlantation" appears with
a total of P642 million. This
suggests that all projects imple
mented in the preceeding years
have either been completed or
terminated and are now being
maintainedby theDENR.

The foreign assisted projects
lIIlly be ranked as to magnitudeof
appropriations for the years 1989
to 1993as follows:

Forestry PS,10S,985,OOO
SectorLoan
Project
PbiLForestIy'361,421,OOO
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"Evenmorecrucialwouldbethe
mannerby which suchfundsare
actuallyutilizedorexpended. "

1. See P.D. No.461 (1974) IndE.O. No.
192(1987).

3. OriginallycrealedundertheMinilltty
of Natur.al Resowta pursuant to
P.D. No. 461 (1974), subsequently
JeOrganized under RO. No. 967
(1984) under the Ministl)' of
AgricuItII1'c Ind Food, DOW

Department of Agriculture.

4. See AnnCl< A for Statement of

=~the"i""ciesIJldOfl"''''''

actually utilized or expended. For
in the fioalanalysis the sincerity of
the Government's protestations of
concern over the welfare of its
citizenry is not tested by how
much, it spent in their behalf, but
as in this particular calls,whether
the massive expenditures of public
funds actually resulted in the
realization of the state's declared

Gonml .. from p. 31

mation about environmental issues
but will focus on the Pasig River
pollution problem to capture the
public's interest. ThePasig River
is chosen as the focus since it is an
issue which people can relate with
concretely.

Since results show a pattern
that the economically well-off are
more aware of environmental
issues than the poor, the lower
economic class will be addressed
primarily by this communications
strategy. The 18-27 age group
which showed greater awareness of
environmental issues will be used
as a supporting arm to the project.
Theywillaisobe part of the target
of the awareness campaign but it is
also hoped that they can spread
the information byword of mouth.

The communications program
will take off with a tri-media
campaign. TV, radio and
newspapers will be used because
survey results indicated more than

policy to "protect and advance the
right of the people to a balanced
and healthful ecology in accord
with the rhythm and harmony of
nature." I

Endnotes

1. Scc.16,Art.II,I987PhiJippinc
Constitution.

50% of respondents are regular
consumers of these media. News
on the state of our environment
and other environmental issues
should be made part of their
regular newsprograms or articles.

Themes in TV programs could
be effective ways of getting
attention about the Pasig River.
Aside from this, documentaries,
features, advertisements and
teasers on broadcast media should
be used fully to disseminate
information in a more entertaining
and creative way.

For the community-based
networking, the school, barangay
and the church will be utilized.
These institutions will have to work
hand in hand with the media. The
school can do the research and
provide the necessary information
for media to disseminate. The
media can likewise be used as
instructional materials in school,
church and the barangay.
Personalities who willbe invited to

S. See Tshle No.1: DENR Appn>'
priationsfor1988to1993.

6. See Table No. 2: SummaI)' of
Appropriations by Agency.

7. See Table No. 3: DENR Summaty of
AppropriatioJ15 by Object of
ExpenditURS,1988tol993.

8. See Table No.4: Schedule.of Locally
Funded Projects, 1988-1993.

9. See Table No.S: Schedule of Foreign
Assisted Projects, 1985-1993.

get involved in the awareness
program will go to certain schools,
churches andbarangays to further
talk about theissues. On the other
hand, the media can get people
from the church, barangay and
school as resource persons.
Certain barangays, schools or
churches can be featured on
newspapers, radio and TV showing
their work on the environmental
problems.

With these recommendations,
it is hoped that a new height willbe
reached in the awareness level of
the people. These campaigns
must be able to lead the people
from different sectors to create
and initiate plans of action that

.. will help maintain and improve
the environment. It is hoped that
with an increased knowledge about
the environment and the
conditions in which people live in,
the world will someday be better
placetolivein.•

.,
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I. Introduction

One of the universa1concerns
which has reached alarming
heights is the deteriorating
condition of the environment
Media, government and non
government agencies have
concerted efforts to foster
awareness among the people and
to counter the erroneous
perception that the environment is
an inexhaustible resource. M. I.
Broom attributes this partly to the
lack of education Or information
about the effects of polluting the
environment, and partly because it
i.~ not easy for the individual
polluter to see how the pollution
lJcis causingqm affect his own
jJcrsooalinterest.

The most startling evidence of
the people's ,apathy towards the
environment is, the biological
death of the rivers in Metro
Manila. The Environmental
Management Bureau said that the
five major' river systems
considered biologically dead are
the Pasig-Tullahan-Tenejeros, San
Iuan and Paraaaque-Zapote
Rivers. Among these rivers, the
Pasig seems to receive much
publicity.

The main focus of thisstudy is
the environmental awareness of
the people IiYing within the vicinity

of the Pasig River, particularly
their awareness on the
deteriorating state of the P~
River.

The Paslg River:
A Background

The Pasig River is a 25
kilometer waterway which flows
through the heart of MetropOlitan
M~a from the mouth of Manila
Bay to its source in Laguna Lake.
The river traverses the city ,of
Manila and the municipalities of
Makati, Mandaluyong, Pasig,
Pateros, Taguig, San Juan, Quezon
City, Marikina, San Mateo. and
Montalban. Within its 58-square
kilometer basin are population
centers and human settlements,
industrial firms, commercial
establishments, and to, a limited
extent, agricultural lands, parks
and other infrastructures. The
waterway which has a depth range
of3t06metersisbasicallyusedas
a transportation channel and as a
receptacle of land and water
based waste discharges.

The ,river is officially
categorized as Class C, that is, the
best usage is the propagation of
fish and other aquatic resources.
For the past years, however, water
quality data show that the limits
for Class Cwaters are not met at

the riwr,particularlyatits 17-bn
downstream stretch. ,The great
stretch of Pasig River is devoid of
almost all fishes and aquatic plants
due to wastes from populationand
industrial activities. Other issues

"also confront the river: a) floods
which are the direct result of the
reduced discharge of the river; b)
diseasesfrom harmful acids of
long-lived metals which get into
the water supply; c) garbage
thrown is not necessarily garbage
lost.

The Feasibility Study onPasig
River Rehabilitation Project has
further expounded that there are
about 250 water pollutive firms
within the river basin. The general
constituents of industrial dis
charges apart from organic matter
are heavymetals, pesticides, oil
and grease, paintS, solvents,
organic and inorganic sludges.
The study also mentions the
minimal or non-existent sanitation
facilities in the riverbank
settlements where makeshift
structures are usually built along
the river banks and 'direct waste
discharge into the river is
practiced.

The government and the
private sector are not really
oblivious to this situation.
Establishments : like the Pasig
River Development Program, the
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" .Environmental concemis not'
limited to the knowledge «lfthe

, government. There is a growing
awareness of the environmellffl
problems among the people.

This research is I

" ",descripu\'estu(J.yofthe

~~'~of~~~
Rivef:>It"tbc~ " of~::=Ju:; I'.

rehabilltationoftbt'

~~7=;;
~tJIO,~· The questionnaire
.... fomiUlated to draw out: a)
various' media habits of the
reapOUdeJits;b)their waste
managemcllt IDCthods IDd

~~;,~~::l':
r¥epti~tOWaida thelssueaIDd
iDformatioa IboUt the problem
indthe,rehabilitatioDofthePasig
River andthc 'environment as I

wboIe.
QeilioaI C1G' ., tbemedia

lI8liitI'of''the'''~'were

II.' Problem Statement

menta1problem.

IJI. Scope and Umltatlon, of
the Study

Thescopeofthestudy~
an inquiry into the level of
awarenesson environmentalisaus
of people residing within the
vicinityof the Pasig River buiD.
area. These areas are: Baraop)'l
Bagumbayan, Santolan, UgoD&
Rosario, Buayang Bata, Hulo,
Ilaya,Sta.Mesa (pUP), Pandacan,
Santa Ana, West Rembo, San
Joaquin, Buling, Comembo,Bast
Rembo, Pineda, BagougDog,IDd
Pembo.The studyaimsto : 1) fiud
out which environmental·issus
people are aware of; 2) JiDdout
the ~vel of environmental.
awareness of the people; 3) fiud
out whether the levelofawareusa

olthcpeoplcaffectathcirvaluc
syatem;4) proposecommunication
strategies whichwill: a) increase
aWllRllClll amoug the people and

=~regar-
Tbe atudyutilizedthe random

The study aims to DICUlIre ~~,.;,o~ ~
andincreasethelevelofawarc- ia!~.D\JC~thia,reapon-
ness on the problema and isaus deiltS"". and incomC'wcre not

~the~ ::eon;: controUed ,so brackets 'were
River. The focusof the study shall establishedby the study.

be made on the residcDtS....·.'" .6""1~~~\q.r.~:stidtiathe

=~=:m:=: ::~.~mJ="::.w:
bisF tb,an others, a

'J:ialliia:iD'iDdistribution
'Ol"rCspoodenta had 'to
be 'lUidin
the tJJe'1llllDber
of respondents in oiac
barangay may ha*
been lessened in fa\tt
ofa 1ar&e.:.barIDPt. .

".}'~Ology

friends, neighbors and ~
ofIiciaIa are the most preferred
inter-personal sources. News
papers, and radio are also
preferred mediasources.

Environmentalconcern is not
limited to the knowledgeof the
government. There is a growing
awareness of the environmental
problems among the people. A
Philippine Information Agency
studyin 1990showedan 87% level
of awareness on environmental
issues and problems. The study
also revealed that televisionis the
most preferred massmedia source
of environmental information
while the baraDgllY'captain,

Giron (1987) also
mentions the presence
of the Rehabilitation
and Restoration of
Three River Systems
Project spearheadedby
the DENR which
covers the three main
rivers, Pasig, Bulacan,
Marilao and
Tenejeros-Tu1lahan. This
four-year environmental project
aims to clean up and develop the.
riverway into a major transport
and commercial artery. It also
aims to restore and beautifythe
sights and to clear it of hazardous
sunkenvessela.

Pasig River DevelopmentCouncil
in 1973 to administer the PRDP
and the PROP Trust Account
claim to achieve te!J1porary
relecation of squatter families;
dredging of the waterway,
relocationof twosewersto Manila
Bay; industrial water treatment;
temporaryeliminationof berthing
water crafts and constrlJcUons of
sidewalks, promenades, and
railings along the river banks.
There is also the Pasig River
Development Foundation whose
main purpose is to serve as the
vehicle and prime mover for the
rehabilitationand improvementof
the environmental
aspects surrounding
Pasig River and its
tnbutaries.



included to determine the type of
media to be used in the
information dissemination and
public awareness campaign.
Respondents were also asked
where they expect to get more
information about the Pasig River
and other environmental issues to
determine what could be used as
information sources.

People's values regarding the
environment and the importance
of the Fasig River were also
looked into since their values
affect the way they treat the issue,
thus this is an important factor in
mobilizing them to participate in
the project. Questions on their
level of awareness of environ
me1lll:alissues,especiallythePasig
River and the actions taken to
solve the problem were asked. To
determine who would be or what
couldvget them involved in the
project, respondents were asked to
name their choice of leaders and
institutions to handle the project.

A pre-test survey of the
questions formulated was
conducted in the sample areas.
The areas were divided into three
groups: Group One covered the
following barangays: Buayang
Bato, Hulo, Daya, Sta, Mesa
(pUP), Pandacan, and Sta. Ana;
Group Two covered Barangays
Rosario, ,Santolan and Bagum
bayan; \1roup Three covered West
R~U1bo, East Rembo, San Joaquin,
Buling, Comemba, Pineda,
Pateros, Bagong Dog and Pembo.

The pre-test was conducted
face to face so that reactions and
comments of the respondents
would be seen. After the pre-test,
the questionnaire was then revised
.based on these reactions and
comments.

TheSamplePopulation:A Profile

The sample group consisted of
1,199 respondents residing in the

selected barangays located within
the vicinity of Pasig River. The
barangays covered were:
Bagumbayan, Ugong, Santolan,
Rosario, Hula, Ilaya, Buayung
Bato, Sta. Ana, Pandacan, Sta.
Mesa (PUP), West Rembo, San
Joaquin, Buting, Comembo, East
Rembo, Pineda, Bagong Dog, and
Pembo. The sample areas are it
mixture of school, residential and
industrial areas. The residential
areas ranged from the squatters'
colony, middle class to exclusive
subdivisions. The industrial areas
were composed of factories while
the school was the Polytechnic
University of the Philippines.

The sample was divided
equally into 3 groups, each
working on the study Qf 400
respondents. Random sampling
was used in selecting the
barangays to be surveyed. The
skipping method: one respondent
ev,ery three houses was also
applied in our research survey.

The personal interview
method was used primarily in the
survey. Self-administered and
modified mailed questionnaire
methods were alsoused in some
cases.

Descriptive statistics for all
the sample characteristics showed'
a male-female distribution of;
41.3% -56.3%, with 2.4% who did,
not identify their gender. 45.1%'
of the respondents were in the,
18-27 years old age bracket while
49% of the total sample
population was married. The '
survey also showed that 35.3% of
the sample population did not
finish their college education,
while 17.2% earned their high
school diploma.

83.3% of this sample
population were Roman Catholics
with the IglesianiKristo claiming
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a 4.6% following, and the Born
Again Christiansclaiming 25%.

Based on the sample's
economic situation, 15.8%
belonged to families with P3,QOO
3,999 monthly income while only
3.6% earned P5,OOO-9,999 monthly
income. 38% of the sample were
unemployed while the' remaining
62% were professionals, service,
technical workers.

V. Results: Analysis of Data

The study lo~ked into,
gathered data on and analyzed the
following areas of concern: 1)
respondents' level of awareness of
environmental issues; 2) sources
of information of environmental
issues; 3) media habits of res
pondents and media sources of
environmental issues; 4). res
pondents' level of awareness of
efforts to rehabilitate the Pasig
River and the environment, in
general

With regard to respondents'
level of awareness of environ
mental issues, the study shows that
with respect to age, economic
situation, and educational
attainment, the level of awareness
follows a pattern. An overall
assumption can be made that the
most aware individuals are those
belonging to the 18·27 age group,
with families making at least
P10,OOO monthly and have access
to or had access to higher
education. These are the people
~ho have the most access to media
and other information sources,
such as the school, the barangay,
and the church.

On the other hand, the least
aware individuals appear to be
those within the 48-57 and 58-67
age groups, with families earning
less the P3,OOO a month, and had
no 'or very little education.
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Though these people do have
access to media, it is to a limited
extent with respect to time,
availability of materials and equip
ment These people are more
preoccupied with earning a living.

With the exception of air
pollution, water pollution and
health care, the awareness level for
the other issues dropped below
50%. Issues less talked about but
quite relevant and important to
the country,such as deforestation,
waste management, and river
silting are known by less than half
of the respondents.

The next area of concern in
the study is the respondents'
sources of information regarding
environmental issues. This area
also includes a description of the
respondents'useofmediasources.

Results show that despite the
fact that ..media, along with the
school, rate as the most common
source of information regarding
environmental issues, the level of
awareness as mentioned before
remains low. However, media do
concentrate more on the pollution
and health care, and awareness for
these issues is considerably higher
than the rest. What· is alsp
observed in the results is that it is
the issues which people already
have knowledge of that get more
attention in media and other
information sources as well. Aside
from health and pollution
problems, issues like river silting
are just as relevant and important.

Interpersonal sources of
information such as the school, the
barangay and the church are also
quite active in imparting envi
ronmental issues. Teachers, priests
and the barangay captains are
individuals whom the people
respect and therefore are
influential

Results aka indicate the
significant emergence of the
Barangay as the category with the
highest frequency, comprising
14.1% and 17.8%. Mediated
forms of communication, namely
TV, Radyo and Dyaryo followed in
that order. Paaralan had the fifth
highest frequency among the
sources. This indicates the
sample's preference for
community-based sources of
information.

Results also indicate that
63.1% of the total respondents are
aware of WATER POLLUTION
and that 56.2% know about
HEALTH CARE. It also shows
that the samples acquire their
information from mediated
Sources such as television, radiO
and newspapers.

The results also show that the
respondents' immediate sources of
information are mainly mediated

, forms of communication: RADYO
(21.3%), DYARYO (14.7%)
AND TV (11.3%). Interpersonal
communication coming from
schools, . church, neighbors,
relatives, friends and barangay
captain elicited minimalresponse.
(SeeTable 19).

Results show that 35.5% of
respondents said that they
frequently listen to the radio,
"palagi," 90.9% said they watched
television and that 509% watched
from 1-3 hours. 35.6% said they
frequently "palagi", read the
newspaper. The respondents show
a high tri-media exposure. These
answers are the highest in their
corresponding classes, meaning
that in their own fields, i.e,
newspaper, TV, or radio, these are
the high ranking answers.

It appears that for the ten
environmental issues, the four
most common sources of infor
mationare: 1) television (566 or

47.2%); 2) radio (536 or 44.7%);
3) newspaper (502or 41.9%); and
4) school (384or 32.0%).

The respondents' main source
for their perception of the river's
overall condition are: 1) sariling
kaalaman (896 or 74.7%); 2)
television (288 or 24%); and 3)
radio (257 or 21.4%). Other
sources of information are the
church and thebarangays.

556 or 46.4% of the total
respondents said that the church is
either ''vcryactive'' or "somewhat
active." More than half, 637 or
53.1% said that thebarangayisan
active force in environmental
issues and nearly half S43or 45.3%
said that the barangay captains do
or say something about the
environment.

As to media sources, results
show that the radio and the
television are the most popular
media. The total number of
respondents who listen to the
radio is 1096 or ,91.4%. 1090
respondents say they watch
television.

As to frequency of use, 7ll or
60.2% say they regularly listen to
radio. In the caseof newspapers,
the total number of readers is
1,072or 89.4%. As to frequency,
the resuIts show there are 625 or
52.1% regular readers of news
papers.

The next area of concern IS

the general awareness of the
respondents ~f the over-all
condition of thePasigRiver and of
efforts to rehabilitate it.

When asked about how
important the river was to them,
647 or 53.9% said "Mahalagang
mahalaga"; 314 or 26.2% said
"May kahalagahan"; 122 or 10.2%
said "OK lang." 90.3% of total
respondents considered the Pasig
River important in their lives.



85.8% of the total respondents
also indicated willingness to
participate in the cleaning-up of
the Pasig River with HANDANG
HANDA (44.8%); PWEDE NA
RIN (24.4%) AND MEDYO
HANDA (16.6%). .

Respondents' reasons for
indicating~sstoheJp

clean-up the river include PARA
SA IKABUBUTI NG LABAT
(15.9%), SANITATION (13.9%)
and WALANG PANAHON
(7.3%).

When asked of their
knowledge on any work being
done on the Pasig River, 479
residents said "HINDI KO
ALAM," (399%); 379 or 31.6%
said "Mayroon"; and290said no
knowledge at ail

.As to knowledge of barangay
action concerning the Pasig River,
375 or 31.3% of respondents said
"Mayroon"; 309 respondents or
25.8% answered "Wala"; 480
"respondents or 40% said "Hindi
KoAlam".

When asked whether their
barangays were active about

-environmental issues, 637
respondents or 51.7% said "Do";
while 303 respondents or 24.6%
said "Hindi Ko Alam." A total of
183 respondents or 14.9% said
"Hindi"

VI. Conclusion,
Recommendations

Based on the results gathered,
it can be concluded that there is a
need to strengthen the community
based interpersonal communi
cation network within the
respective areas of the respon
dents in the study. A strong
network will lead to. a more
effective manner of sustaining the
level of awareness and certain
attitudes or behaviors beneficial to
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the ecological state of the Pasig of the Pasig River. Thus, it is
River. necessary to work on thi,spositive

This need is evident in the :~:r.for the rehabilitation of,

respondents' preference for the
barangay and school as sources of The rehabilitation program
additional information about the should be implemented on a
environment and the Pahig River. community level for it to be
Mediated forms of communi- effective. The respondents'
cation remain as the primary preference as to the leader of the
source (s) for any kind of informa- project should be considered to
tion ( healthcare, water pollution). facilitate better interpersonal

To sustain the level of" :;::=':~~~ o:n~ha::~C::
::::::e~~ttit~~e~~: projects.

River, the people need to see the. The respondents' concern for
relevance and significance of the < the cleanliness of their sur
river to them. This can be roundings and the well-being of"
effectively channeled through the other people was manifestep in the
community. study. This will serve as .effective

For interpersonal communi- =ai;ints for the sustaining

cation to effectively work in these
areas, it is deemed necessary for One important aspect to take
the various communities to be note is the role of media
mobilized since interpersonal reinforcement in the sustaining
communication is rooted in the strategy for three reasons; . 1) as
community. immediate sources of information;

The weak communication ;~~~~:~d~~::~iO~ ~)mm:
:::~ p~se:~~nt thein ar: media can be very effective tools in

following: 1) the perceived low =::tio~;oee:~erpersonal
frequency of barangay meetings;
2) the inconsistency of the In conclusion, proper media
respondents in terms of reinforcement and the use of
attendance of barangay meetinp,' community-based .interpersonal
and; 3) the respondents' prefe-, communication as the backbone of
renee for mediated forms of the strategy will effectively sustain
communication as the primaIy the level of awareness and the
source of information. attitudes and/or behaviors

as :~~~o;~~:eem:e~u~ ::;::~~~ ecological state of

be active in terms of working for The recommendation is to
environmental- issues, a majot implement a communications net-
factor missing is the support of the working strategy in disseminating
people. environmental issues. Thisstrategy

The respondents realize the ::~VOI:~:~tituti~:c:;e::
importance of cleanliness and the barangay to work hand in hand

~o~cem~~e:as: ~~ and act simultaneously.

willingness to participate in any This communications strategy
activity connected to ~ clean-up will aim to disseminate infor-

See GoDZlllezp.26
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HEALTH, ENVIRONMENT AND
ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY

• Alejandro N. Herrin

"While it is generally conceded that poor health and
malnutrition adversely affect economic productivity
by reducing the quantity and efficiency of labor in.
puts, hard empirical evidence is difficult to come .
by.,,"

Introduction

Environmentalfactorsconsti
tute one of the major deter
minants of health. Environmental
factors include environmental
contamination of water, air and
soil by biological and chemical
agents that contribute to
morbidity and mortality, and
physical and chemical hazards
that increase the risks of injuries
and subsequent disabilities.

Health in tum affects eco
nomic productivity by reducing
the quantity and efficiency of
labor and entrepreneurial inputs.
Environmental contamination and
degradation also affect production
directly by reducing the quantity
and quality of natural resource
inputs. For example, infected
water bodies could limit access to
cultivable land resources if they
discourage human settlements in
these areas; water pollution
reduces flshery resourcesr and soil
erosion reduces the fertility of the
soil

The interrelations run full
circle when the nature of the

production processes and the
pressure to exploit existing natural
resources due to rapid population
growth affect health through
environmental contamination and
future production through poor
health and environmental degra
dation.

This paper explores only
some of the above inter
relationships, in particular, the
impact of environmental factors
on health and the subsequent
impact of health on economic
productivity. While it is generally
conceded that poor health and
malnutrition adversely affect
economic productivity by reducing
the quantity and efficiency of
labor inputs, hard empirical
evidence is difficult to come by,
and we briefly discuss why this is
so. In the foregoing discussion,
the need for improving disease
surveillance and reporting that
explicitly consider the environ
mental determinants of health and
the need for more studies on the
productivity impacts of environ
mentally-related health outcomes
will become readily apparent.

Health Impacts of the Environ
ment Leading Causes of Morbidity
andMOItality. Data on the leading
causes of morbidity and mortality
provide some clues as to the
importance of environmental
factors, interacting with various
aspects ofhliman behavior, and in
determining health. Certain
diseases such as diarrheal diseases
are associated with water conta
mination, while malaria is trans
mitted by water-related insect
vectors, Respiratory diseases such
as tuberculosis are transmitted via
the aerial route and are associated
with crowding and poor housing
environment. Accidents are
associated with various physical
and chemical hazards at home, in
the workplace, or in the general
environment.

Health Impacts of Water
Contamination and Water Short
age. Most of the diseases asso
ciated with contaminated water
are communicable and classified
as waterbone, water-washed,
water-based and water-related
(WHO, 1992). Waterbone
diseases arise from the conta
mination of water by human or
animal feces or urine infected by
pathogenic viruses or bacteria.
These pathogens are directly
transmitted when the water is
drunk such as in typhoid and

. diarrheal diseases, or may be
acquired through skin contact



with infected water as in lepto
spirosis. 'Water-washed diseases
arise from poor personal hygiene
which is exacerbated by the lack
of water for washing or bathing.
These diseases include some
diarrheal diseases and contagious
skin and eye infections. In water
baseddiseases,water provides the
habitat fOJ[' intermediate host
organisms where some parasites
spend part of their life cycle.
These parasites are, later, the
cause of diseases in people as
their infective larval in the case of
schistosomiasis. Finally, in water
related diseases,water provides a
habitat for the water-related
insect vectors of disease. Mosqui
toes breed in water and adult
mosquito may transmit malaria,
filariasis,and virus infections such
as dengue.

Diseases associated with
shortage of or contaminated
water are still the leading causes
of morbidity in the Philippines. Of
these, diarrhea, malaria and
schistosomiasis are the most
prominent. Diarrheal diseases are
the third leading cause of
morbidity and the seventh leading
cause ~f mortality in 1989
affecting mostly infants and young
children.

Diarrheal diseases are closely
related to household access to
safe water supply and to sanitary
toilets. Data from the National
Health Surveys of 1981 and 1987
reveal that only 64 percent of
households in 1987 had access to
tap or deep well water. TIJ.is rate
varied from 88 percent m the
National Capital Region to 25
percent in Southern Mindanao.
Data on households with sanitary
toilets also show large regional
variations. Past studies have
revealed, however, that in areas
without access to water, the
reported presence of sanitary

toilets in the household did not
necessarily mean the regular use
of such facilities.

Malaria and schistosomiasis
are important diseases in specific
regions. Compared to other
regions, morbidity and deaths
from malaria are relatively highin
the Cordillera (Ifugao and
Kalinga Apayao), Cagayan Valley
(Isabela, Cagayan and Quirino),
Southern Tagalog (palawan,
Mindoro Occidental and

"Diseases associated with
shortage of or contaminated
water are still the leading
causes of morbidity in the
Philippines."

Quezon), and the Mindanao
regions. Morbidity and deaths
from malaria increase with age
and are higher for males than
females, which suggest that
infection is related to intensity of
exposure mosquitoes in the
workplace (farms).

Schistosomiasis is, highly
prevalent in only a few regions,
namely Eastern Visayas (Leyte del
Norte and Northern Samar),
Southern Mindanao ( Davao del
Norte' and Davao Oriental),
Northern Mindanao (Zamboanga
del Sur). The population affected
are mostly males, and young and
older adults, which reflect
intensity of exposure to infected
rivers and streams through
bathing, wading' or fishing
exposure to infected irrigated
canals and other water bodies in
the farm: Schistosomiasis. has
been associated with the
expansion of irrigation systems
without adequate provision for the
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control of snail habitats. The
situation is aggravated by poor
sanitation among the population.

Health Impacts of AiJbome
Pathogens and Air Pollution. A
variety 'of viral, bacterial and
parasitic agents cause pneumonia,
which is the leading cause of
morbidity and death in the Philip
pines,affecting mainly infants and
children and to some extent the
elderly, Since such agents cannot
be eliminated in the environment,
adequate nutrition, better sanita
tion and less crowding, in addition
to timely health care, can signi
ficantly reduce morbidity and
deaths (Berman and McIntosh,
1986).

Tuberculosis is caused by an
organism (mycobacterium tuber
culosis), which is transmitted
entirely via the aerial route.
Infectious persons produce
aerosols of minute droplets in
which tubercle bacilli form nuclei;
upon evaporation these nuclei
remain suspended in air for long
periods of time, which could then
be inhaled by persons leading to
primary infection (Daniel. 1986).
The organism, however, is rapidly
killed by ultraviolet light,
i:ncluding daylight, thus, trans
mission usually takes place in
confined areas of poor ventilation.
Most people who become infected
do not develop the disease: they
become immune and the infection
remains dormant in the scar
tissue. However, at a later stage,
the scar tissue may breakdown,
due to such factors as a reduction
in the immunity arising from poor
nutrition, and reactivation occurs.
Clinical tuberculosis is usually of
the reactivation fonn.

Morbidity and deaths from
tuberculosis vary per region,
although some, if not most, of the
variations might simply be due to
differences in case finding efforts



''young adults exposed to high levels oflead in their
infancy tended to be under- achievers; they had a slower
standing in school, increased absenteeism, lower
vocabulary and grammatical reasoning scores, poorer
eye-hand coordination, and longer reaction times"
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of health personnel and in the
completeness of death reporting.
Those affected by tuberculosis are
mainly adults in their econo
mically active lives and the death
rate rises sharply after age 40.
The death rate from tuberculosis
is usually of the reactivation form.

With respect to air pollution,
three specific problems have been
noted for their effect on health:
excessive urban particulate matter
levels (airborne dust and smoke),
high level of lead primarily from
vehicle emissions, and smoke and
fumes from indoor use of biomass
fuel such as wood (World Bank,
1992). Studies reviewed by the
World Bank indicate that
exposure aggravates the effects of
existing diseases among older
people such as chronic obstructive
pulmonary diseases, pneumonia,
and heart diseases.

Exposure to lead has been
found to affect the mental deve
lopment of children. Estimates
cited by the World Bank revealed
that in Bangkok, for example, "the
average child has lost four or
more IQ points by the age of
seven because of elevated
exposure to lead, with enduring
implications for adult producti
vity" (World Bank, 1992: p. 5).
Moreover, a study cited by WHO
(1992) showed that "young adults
exposed to high levels of lead in
their infancy tended to be under
achievers; they had a slower
standing in school, increased
absenteeism, lower vocabulary
and grammatical reasoning scores,
poorer eye-hand coordination,
and longer reaction times"
(Needleman, et aI., 1991 cited in
WHO, 1992; p. 154). Exposure to
lead in adults also increases the
risks of higher blood pressure and
of heart attacks and strokes.

Studies on the health impact
of exposure to indoor air pollution

from biomass burning suggest that
such. exposure contributes to
acute respiratory infections
among infants and children.
Moreover, "recurrent episodes of
such infections lead to permanent
lung damage that shows up in
adults as chronic bronchitis and
emphysema, eventually contn1>u
ting to heart failure" (World
Bank, 1992,p.52).

Urban pollution has become a
major problem in the Philippines,
especially in the metropolis.
However, the health impacts have
not yet been fully documented,
although it is common to attribute
air pollution emitted by vehicles as
contributing to the increasing
number of cases of such respira
tory disorders as bronchitis. The
concern for possible lead
poisoning among those constantly
exposed was recently expressed by
the Health Secretary who recom
mended that traffic cops and
metro aides be made to wear gas
masks to protect themselves from
such poisoning.

Health Impacts of Physical
and Chemical Hazards. Exposure
to physical and chemical hazards
increase the risk of accidents and
poisoning. Exposure to chemicals
among those working in agricul
ture arises from the use of
fertilizers and pesticides. In
industry, workers may be exposed
to a variety of industrial chemicals
in the work place. Although it is
often difficult to separate the
effect of a particular chemical
from other occupational exp0
sures, it is reported that high

exposure to specific chemicals
may contribute to diseases
affecting most organs of the body: .
different chronic lung diseases
(silicon, asbestos}, kidney diseases
(cadmium, mercury), diseases of
central nervous system (organic
solvents, lead, mercury), and
malignant diseases of different
organs (asbestos, arsenic,
benzene) (WHO, 1992; p. 182).
On the other hand, exposure to
physical hazards increases the risk
of accidents, 'which could lead to
permanent disability or death.

Accidents are a major cause
of morbidity and death in the
Philippines. Deaths from acci
dents increase with age starting
from early adulthood, and are
much higher for males than
females, reflecting different
exposures to physical hazards
among others.

One consequence of physical
accidents is orthopedic disability.
Data show that the rate increases
with age starting from young
adulthood, and increasing even
more among older adults. The
rate is also higher among males
than females. Although it is
difficult to link physical accidents
directly to such disability (many
may be handicapped due to the
effects of polio), the pattern is
consistent with cumulative
exposure to physical hazards.

Productivity Impacts of Poor
Health

There are several. ways of
looking at the social and economic
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school performance of children.
Finally, with respect to short-run
production effects, the data reveal
a very high agreement (70 percent
or more) among-the respondents
that schistosomiasis adversely
affects productivity in terms of
level of effort, speed, and number
of days worked. Moreover, the
infection of the household head is
perceived to seriously affect
household income and material
,welfare.
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the mother reduces both her
market and non-market produc
tion time; (iii) infection of the
daughter increases mother's
production time and time for
some household chores; (iv)
infection of any member of the
household reduces mother's child
care time, perhaps because more
timeis devoted to care for the sick
member; and (c) with respect to
daughters, infection of' other
daughters increase the' index
daughter's time in market
production (farm work) and time
in certain household chores
(laundry and house cleaning).

Needless to say, the above
results are tentative. Several
methodical and measurement
issues still remain to be fully
resolved. However, the results
point to the complexity to house
hold responses to illness among
household members, which makes
it difficult to measure productivity
impacts of poor health of anyone
member.

A third set of analysis from
the same data source sought to
examine the effect of schistoso
miasis on rice production (Rabai,
1991). The analysis finds that
infection among adult household
members reduced family labor
inputs, thus reducing rice output.
In fact, the study revealed that
infection of adult household
members reduced all factor inputs
including hired labor, suggesting
that the schistosomiasis variable
may be capturing the potentially
adverse effect of infection of the
household head on the overall
management and supervision of
the production process, thereby
affecting overall level of effort
(factor inputs).

Other studies on productivity
impacts of poor health in the

Philippines relate mostly to the
effects of nutrition on chilren's
performance (popkin and
Ybailez, 1982; Florencio, 1988),
the effect of cbronic illnesson the
children's schooling attainment
(paqueo, 1985),and the effect of
childhood nutrition on adult
agricultural productivityor wages
(Bouis, 1989). To the extentthat
nutrition is affectedby illnessthat
are mainly due to environmental
factors, one could speculate (due
to the absence of data) on the
effects of environmental factors
on producti\ity as working
through their effect on illness,
then the effect of illness on
nutrition, and then the effect of
nutrition (short-run and long-run)
o.n schooling and learning, and
finally, the combined effects of
schooling and past nutrition or
worker productivity.

Of all the health anddevelop
ment relationships, empirical
evidence on the social and
economic impact of varioushealth
outcomes in general, and those
that are proximately environ
mentally related in particular, is
most limited. Yet this is probably
one area where strong evidence is
needed to justify the demand for a
greater allocation of scarce
resources in health-promoting
activities and environmental
quality.
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POPULATION CARRYING
CAPACITY OF POTENTIAL FOOD
PRODUCTION FROM LAND AND
AQUATIC RESOURCES·

• Dr. Candido A Ca.brido, Jr. **

I. Introduction By knowing the capacity of
land and aquatic resources to

Ali the country's population support the food requirements of
continues to grow in an projected populations, targets of
accelerated pace, agricultural food self-sufficiency and food
planners and decision-makers face security could be cre&bly
many uncertainties about the established and the necessary
capacity of the land and aquatic . development strategies to harness
resources to sustain the numerical the potential of these resources
consequences of population could be pursued.

:~~~~~r:o:ap:;gOf~: pop:tion=n:r su;~or:t: ::~ r~ur;:o ~:~:: capacity of food production ~ere-

=~~:tio<ns~y n::e co::~ect~ ::u:co~~ a l~:;~~=lt:;
:~::~blknm:~~: th:f~:: :::ti:v~~~:~ ~~;,
reso~ces, their quality and :::gservet4eas an::; .

~:~70::a~;d ;~;:e; k:e~:~~Poli::str~::s,a:
~::d=~n t';ote:::: ::~ :~:::a~~id~t;~=~ci:
~=:m~:m~~:=~ and shortages an~. associa~ed
;~::::ty.;~:r:~~quatic r:~l~~f=~:~:.and high
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Population supporting "Capa
city studies also generate baseline
data and computer-aided system
of processing agricultural in,for
mation which are useful in pro
duction target-setting, scenario
building, and policy simulation for
agricultural development planning
exercises. Such studies also
provide an index of the margin for.
growth of a particular resource
(i.e.•. land and aquatic) or a
specific food commodity (i.e..
specific crops, livestock, or fish
species) in a given geographic
area.

A study sponsored by the
National Economic and Develop
ment Authority (NEDA) and the
United Nations Fund for
Population Activities (UNFPA)
was undertaken by the Save Our
Future Foundation (SOFFI) to
answer several interrelated basic
questions:

,* A .ynop.i. of the project report entitled 'National Popullition Carrying Capacity Study" submitted to ttlelntegrated
Population Development Project VPDP)of the National Economic end Development Authority (NEDA)on September 1992. The.
project wa. funded by the United Nations Fund for Population Activltie. (UNFPA).

**Associata Professor, School of Urban and Ragional Planning, University of the Philippines, Dillman, Quezon City. He Is a
consultant to ttle following institutions: Land and Water Development Division, Food and Agriculture Organization (FAD) of the
United Nation., Rome, Italy and Bureau of Soils and Water Management. Heholds the following degrees: Ph.D. Environmental
Science; M.Sc. Environmental Engineering; Diploma, Environmental Science and Technology; and M.Sc. and B.Sc. Biology.
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1. What is the food production
potential of the country's land
and aquatic resources under .
different technology levels?

2. What maximum population
level could be sustained by
this potential food pro
duction under different
technology levels?

3. When will food deficiency
years most likely begin under
different production assump
tions and population pro
jections?

4. What regions and provinces
have the greatest potentials in
producing specific food types?

Because of the unpredictable
behavior of most variables that
have to be considered in
projecting food production, the
results of this study could never be
considered to yield exact figures
but rather rough estimates of
population supporting capacities.

II. Objectives of the stUdy

The primary objective of the
study is to provide agricultural
planners and decision-makers the
baseline information on the
potential productivity and popu
lation supporting capacities of
land and aquatic resources. More
specifically, the study aims to:

1. assess the potential sustainable
production level of the
country's land and aquatic
resources under given techno
logical and management
scenarios;

2. determine the sustainable
level of population that can be
supported by the potential
food production from land
and aquatic resources; and

3. determine the comparative
advantage of the different
regions in terms of land

suitability for specific crops
and population supporting
capacities of food productioa,

III. Outputs of the Study

The main outputs generated
by the study and their general uses
include the following:

1. Land suitability maps which
serve as input in land use
planning. The spatial and
geographic information dis
played in these maps serves as
crop development guides for
agricultural and land use
planners.

2. Data base on food production

which provides statistical
information on crop, live
stock, and fishery production
at the regional and provincial
levels. This database could be
used in regional and
provincial agricultural deve
lopmentplanning.

3. Computed potential sustain
able production of crops,
livestock, and fisheries under
given scenarios. These data
and information could be
used in setting targets for food
production and in investment
planning. It indicates the
infrastructural as well as
production inputs that are
required to attain targeted
production levels.

4. Population supporting capa
city of potential food pro
duction. The results of the
assessment could be used in
determining food self
sufficiency levels on the basis
of nutrition standards and
actual level of consumption.
Another useful application of
the results is in strategic
planning for the spatial distri
bution of future populations.

IV. Scope end Limitations of
the Study

An assessment of the
population supporting capacity of
potential food production which

includes crops, livestock and
fisheries was conducted at the
national, regional, and provincial
levels. This report, however, will
limit its discussion on the national
and regional level of analysis.
Provincial results are only
presented in the discussion when
deemed significant.

Twenty-five different food
and cash crops were included in
the land suitability assessment and
in the computation of the
population supporting capacity. In
projecting meat production, six
animals were considered in the
study, namely: carabao, cattle,
swine, goat, chicken, and ducks.
For fisheries production, both
marine and freshwater fishery
animals were included. Nearshore
and offshore or deep sea marine



fisheries production were also
accounted for in the population
carryingcapacity assessment.

Computation of the popu
lation carrying capacity took the
assumptions that: 1) food will be
equally distnbuted or people will
have equal access to food; and 2)
food _ trade will be negligible
especially food imports since the
objective of the exercise is to
attainfoooself-sufficiency.

Either due to lack of data or
established assessment methods or
both, the following ~re not
covered in the study:

1. other minoragricultural crops

2. egg and milkproduction

3. seaweeds and other edible
aquatic plants.

4. other animals which have very
limited population such as
horses and sheep

5. wildlife animals such as birds,
monkeys, deers, wild boars,
etc.

It is relevant to note at this
point that the study was confined
to agricultural areas (1andswithin
0-18% slope) and potential
expansionareasIor agriculturefby
definition include lands within
18-30% slope). Areas with slopes
of 18-30% were included in the
assessment as expansion areas for
agricultural production inasmuch
as portions of these areas are

, already settled by upland farmers
who now practice agro-forestry,
Two scenarios were adopted in
this regard, namely:

1) Only 20% of the area will
be dvoted to food crops (annual
and permanent) and the rest will
be planted to forest species
toIIingtheagro-forestryschemes,
and

2) All suitable lands will be
planted to food crops (annual
and permanent) with the
adoption ,of necessary soil
conservation measures.

The study did not cover the
food production potential of forest
lands especiaIlythose with slopes
above 30%. It is appropriate for a
separate research study to be
conducted in assessing the
population supporting capacity of
forest lands inasmuch as this will
require a different set of policies,
objectives, approaches, and
methods.

Aside from lands above 30%
in slope, non-arable lands and
urban or built-up areas were also
deducted in the inventory of lands
that were assessed for crop
suitability. The net arable land for
food production was estimated by
deducting the area utilized by the
production of non-food cash
crops, and the area projected to be
converted into non-agricultural
uses.

The assessment of the
population supporting capacity of
rice production in Region ill took
into account twoconditions:

1. Pre-eruption condition.
Potential production of rice
prior to Mt. Pinatubo eruption.

2. Post-eruption ,condi-
tion. Potential production after
Mt. Pinatubo eruption.

The results of the two.
conditions were compared to
determine the potential produc
tion foregone as a result of the
destructive effects of lahar, floods,
and ash deposition on agricultural
lands.

The post-eruption's potential
production of rice was estimated
on the basis of the extent of areas
affected by lahar, mudflows, and
varying thickness of ashdeposits.
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\r. Approach Adopted In the
Study ,

A simplified diagrammatic
scheme of the approach adopted
ill' the 'assessment of the
population carrying capacity .x
food production from land and
aquatic resources is given in
Figure1.

The - first step in the
accounting, process' is the
computation of the potential
production of crops, livestock and
poUltry,and fisheries usingofficial
statisticall data as benchmarks.
Various models and techniques '
WljTeemployed in computing for
the potential production of these

-food commodities. A highly
sophisticated model, the FAO's
AEZ model, was employed in
calculating potential crop
production since data and infor
mation which fit the model are
available,There are also available
quantitative models for fish stock
assessment,for example, but these
models were not employed in the
study due to,the lack of nationwide
data/information and unified level
of idata aggregation needed to run
these 'models. Instead, the
computation of fisheries, and
projected livestock and poultry,
production was done usingsimple
accounting techniques that relied .
on; historical data and statistical
trends.

The computation, of. the
potential production of crops
considered three levels of input
andtechnology. The attributes of
these inpulltechnology levels are
providedin Table 1.

After deriving the gross
potential food crop production,
the reduction factors such as
wastes, , losses, due to typhoons,
requirement for feeds, seeds, and
other non-food uses,, were
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Table1. Attributesof the Input Levelsand Land UtilizationTypes

Low Inp..tLc...,1 Intermediatelnp..tLc\d Highlnp ..tLc\d
LU.T. LU.T. LU.T.

Rainfedcultiwtion Rainfedcultiwtionwith Rainfedcll1tiwtionof
withparlcha"i"to mllIt parli changed to optimllm mixtll1"C of
optimilmmixlllrcofcops oplimllmmixtll1"Cofcropa crops

Technolo&y LocaICllllivaJs.No Improvedeultivanlas HighyieldingCllltiwn
Fmpl~d fertiJizcror chemical available.S..~timllm incl..dinghybirds.

=~:~;=
fertiliurapplil:ation. . Optimwnferti1izer
Simplee.xteuionpackagea application. Chemical

periodl.No iDcl..dingsomechemical peat,diaeaselllldweed
COI\5eMltionJDelUi~ pestanddiicareoonlrol. control. No fallow

=:.:.~~~.
mealUlU_fWly
adoptedincl uding.....

Manuallaborwithhand Manilal Iaborlwith hand
of cropJeSidues.

Power Completemechani-
Sources tooli tooliandloranimal zationincl uding

traction with improved 1IluvestinC-
implemenla

Labor Highincl ..ding HiahincllldingllIlCOSted ~:~~laborIntensity "lICOIltedfamilylabor familylabor
Market .SlIboiitenccprod..ction SlIbsistenccprodw:tionplan Commercial
Orientatioll commercialsa1eof swplllS prod..ction
Capital Intermediate with credit High

;::::~
OIllCCeOSiblelermS

Marketac:ccssibility Somemarketa=ssibility Marketac:ccssibility
Rcquiremenla nolllecesslUY· -.ywith_to essentiaLHip level

lnadequateadviloly demoaslrationpJotsand ofalMsotyaervices
lleI\Iiccs.Noslorage lleI\Iices.StoragefaciUticI and application of
faciUtiesrequ ired. Jeqwred. n:searchfindinp.
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accounted for to obtain the net
annualpotentialproduction.

The net production was then
translated into calorie and protein
output using standard conversion
values. On the basis of the per
capita nutrient requirements and
actual consumption of specific
food types, the population
supporting capacity of crops,
livestockand poultry,and fisheries
are separately determined. The
final step in the process is the
computation of the total popula
tion carrying capacity which is
simplythe sum of the population
supporting capacities of the three
food categories. Calculation was
done at the regional and national

levelof data aggregationto be able
to get a picture of the food self
sufficiency possibilities in the
distantfuture.

In summary, the population
supporting capacity. of crop,
livestockandpoultry,and fisheries
production wasdeterminedon the
basis of real demand or standard
nutritional requirements and
effective demand or actual per
capita consumption.The former is
a more reliable and relatively fix
measure of populationsupporting
capacity than the latter which is
more elastic and varies according
toincome,dietarypreferenceand

, relatedIy,geographiclocation.

VI. HighlightS of Main finding

The highlights of the main
fin~ of the studyare as follows:

1. Luzon has the highest
rice production potential with a
share of 45% of the total
production followed by
Mindanao with 32%, and
Visayas with 23%. In terms of
regional percentage con
tribution,Region IV tops the list
with 17.4% followedby regions
vm (11%), VI (9.4%), IX
(93%), X (7.9%), I (7.4%), XI
(73%), V (7%), and XII (5.8%).
At the bottom of the list are
three regions which have the
least potential for rice
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FJgUrel
Approach Adopted in theAssessmentof the

PopulationCarryingCapacityofFood Production

production. These are regionsn
witllashareof3.7%,CARwith
1.8%,and vnwith1.3%.

2 Because of projected
potential production loss caused
by the Mt. Pinatubo eruption
particularly its ashdeposits and
lahar, Region ill whichformerly
ranked third with a potential

. share of 10.2% (i.e., result of
pre-eruption potential assess
ment) DOW belongs to the lower
half of tile list occupying the
ninth position with a shareof
6.3% (i.e., result of post- .
eruption potential assessment)of
the country's potential rice
production foregone in terms of
populationsupportingcapacityis
about 6.2 million persons under
high level of input, technology,
andmanagement.

3. The resultsof thecarrying
capacity assessment show that
the country has a vast potential
to achieveself-sufficiency in rice
production in the long· term
future if all highlysuitable lands
are planted to palay under the
best technological and farm
managementconditions;Enough
rice could even.be produced for
export that could earn revenues
for the country.

4.Rougbly,foreveryheCtare
of irrigatedricelandconvertedto
non-agriculturaluses,thepopu
!ation supporting capacity is
loweredby 70·100personson the
basis of effectivedemand. If land
conversion is not successfully
regulated, there is a possibility
that it may eat up a substantial
portion of our prime ricelands
withinthe next40-SO)t:ars.

5. If the actual conversion
rate for every Filipino added to
the population is about 0.015 to
0.025 hectare,. which is low
compared to the FAO estimate
of 0.05 hectare per capita for
Asian countries, the total area
that will be needed by the
additional projected population
in the year 2030is about 830,000
hectares. This is more or less
equivalent to a food carrying
capacity displacement of about
20 million persons in terms of
real demand

6. If their soil nutrient
limitations are properly
managed, the provinceswithvery
high potential for lowland and
upland rice production will be as
follows: Palawan, Negros
Occidental; Pangasinan, Samar,
Tar!ac, Zamboanga del Sur,
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Zamboanga del Norte,
Marinduque, Surigao del Sur,
Leyte, Bukidnon, Iloilo, Davao
del Norte, Pampanga, and
Northern Leyte, However, about
8 of these 15 provinces were
reported to be beset with
problems brought about by
water-based vector borne
diseases. Leyte, Samar,
Zamboanga del Norte,
Zamboanga del Sur, Davao del
Norte, and Surigao del Sur have
many areas infested with
schistosomes, Palawan has a
prevalence of malaria, and
Marinduque has some areas
infested with filaria, The
presence of vector borne
diseases in these provinces will
somehow limit irrigation
development in infested areas
thereby constraining their
productive potentials for rice
production.

7. The top potential
producers of corn are regions
IV, VIII, X, XI, and XII. Most of
the top potential corn producing
regions are located in Mindanao.
Future support for the develop
ment of this commodity should
therefore give priority to the
Mindanao provinces which have
the greatest potential. These
provinces include Zamboanga
del Sur, Davao del Norte,
Zamboanga del Norte, and
SurigaodelSur.

8. In summary, Regions IV
and VIII have the biggest
potential in supplying most of the
future food needs of the country
particularly rice, corn, most
fruits, and vegetables. The next
two potential food bowls are
Regions VI and III for rice,and
Regions X and XI for corn, most
fruits and legumes, and some
vegetables.

9. The meat products
with present (1990) supply

deficit at the national level
include chicken and duck with a
sufficiency ratio of 0.48 and 0.26,
respectively. Present chicken
production could only support
about 29 million people on the
basis of effective demand or
actual consumption. Hence, the
demand of an equal number of
people is left unsatisfied
assuming that they have the
financial capability to purchase
such commodities. In actual
situation, the deficit in supply
could probably be much lower if
the Bureau of Agricultural
Statistics (BAS) inventory was
able to account for all backyard
production. On the other hand,
the present supply of beef,
carabeef, pork, and chevon is
adequate to meet the present
level of actual demand.

10. Unless the animal
population will grow by about
2-3%,thesuPPlyofbeef'chevon,
pork, chicken and duck will be
inadequate in the years 2030,
2000, 2010, and 1990,

. respectively. Region IV tops the
list in the production of beef,
pork, and chicken while Region
II is the top producer of protein
from carabeef followed by
Region VI. Region VII ranks
first in the production of protein
from chevon and similarly
Region III in duck production.

11. Based on historical
average annual catch landings
and potential production from
aquaculture, the net sustainable
fisheries production was
estimated to be about 1.05
million metric tons per year; a
figure which is quite close to the
estimate of about 1.02 million

'metric tons provided by fisheries
expert. The present fish supply is
adequate to meet the actual
demand of present population
(1990). In the next decade,

however, this level of supply will
no longer be adequate to meet
the actual demand of projected
populations. Since demand for
fish meat is somewhat elastic,
effective demand would possibly
adjust downwar.d in the future as
the rural income rises.

12. It will be difficult
increasing fish supply in the
future since present production
level is already nearing the
maximum sustainable yield
estimated by experts. Increasing
fish catch beyond the maximum
sustainable yield will deplete 'the
stock and decrease sustainable
yield in the long term.

13. In terms of nutritioual
sufficiency of potential food
supply that could be produced
within the region, all regions
except Region. VII have the
capacity to meet the nutritional
(calorie and protein) require
ments of their projected 2030
population under high input!
technology level. Under inter
mediate level of input, Regions
III,IV, and VII are projected to
experience deficiency in protein
supply by the year 2030. The
requirements of the projected
population of Metro Manila was
computed under the production
capacity of Region IV.

14. On a food self
sufficiency basis, the population
carrying capacity of potential
food production is estimated to
be about 245 million (calorie
basis) and 206 million (protein
basis) persons under high input!
technology; 152 million and 134
million persons under inter
mediate input/technology; and 60
million and 63 million persons
under low input or zero culture.
These estimates, however, did
not account for reduction factors
that will possibly be brought
about by environmental quality



deterioration such as soil
erosion, water pollution
(dhemical pollution of fresh
water and marine fishing
grounds), drought, soil pollution
(e.g, mine tailings, pollution of
irrigated lands in Pangasinan, La
Union and other provinces with
mining industry), sedimentation
of coastal fishing grounds,
deforestration, destruction of
coral reefs and mangroves, and
other types of environmental
degradation. If these projected
environmental quality degrada
tion would be factored in the
foal compuation, the foregoing
population carrying capacity
estimates would further be
reduced significantly (possibly by
as much as one half or even
greater depending on the
severity and extent of
environmental degradation).
What should be emphasized is
the fact that mismanagement of
our natural resources will put us
in a very precarious situation in
the next three decades.

VII. Conclusions and Caveats

The results of the study show
that even if we fuDyutilize all our
arable lands according to their
crop suitabilities under high level
of input and technology, we will
not be able to attain self
sufficiency in food beyond the year
2038 under an average population
growth. rate assumption of 2.5%;
and beyond 2050 under an average
population growth rate assumption
of 2.0%. On the other hand, under
present level of input and
technology, (i.e., intermediate level
of inputs), the computed critical
years are ,2020 and 2028 under an
average population growth
scenarios of 2.5% and 2.0%,
respectively. These scenarios
imply that we will probably no
longer be self-sufficient in food

before reaching our zero
population growth target year
(2075).

Extension of critical or
"hunger" year may be made
possible if we attain a low
population growth rate of an
average of less than 1.5% in the
next 40 years. Another option is to
increase our food supporting
capacity by adopting improved
technology and management,
practices (i.e., high input/tech.
nology level). However, this option
has two main Constraints: 1) a
large amount of financial invest-,
ment is needed which may not be :
readily available; and 2) the time
required to develop and adopt a
high level technology, and. to,
institutionalize' the necessary
organizational' structures and'
mechanisms may possibly overlap,
with the critical decade.

If the country's economic
condition will not improve
significantly within the next two
decades, we will face difficulties in
financing the shift from inter
mediate to high input level. Also
during thisperiod, our productive
ecosystems will be most vulerable
to degradation as the resource
extractive activities of our
burgeoning population iritensify. ~

The results of this study
should be interpreted within the
context of the assumptions
adopted and the limitations ofit$
scope, methodologies, and datal'
information. Carrying capacity
assessment only provides a rough
estimate or approximation of the
population supporting capacity of
a resource system under study.
Thus, the results of such assess
ment should only be used as
benchmarks rather than as
absolute figures.

Overall, the results of the
study imply that food is posslbiy
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not the most limiting or critical
factor in terms of supporting
future populations if all suitable
agricultural lands will be cultivated
under the best technological and
management inputs. Other
resource systems such as energy,
forestry, and water which greatly
influence land productivity may
be more limiting than food in
meeting the demand of projected
future populations, Degradation of
these resource; systems, parti
cularlyforestandwater,hasdirect
and indirect impacts, on the
productivity of agricultural
resources (land and aquatic
resources) and therefore, will
lower the population, supporting
capacity of food production. What
was measured in the study is the
population carryingcapacity level
of potential food production
without accounting for the cross
effects of aforementioned resource
systems inasmuch as the
quantitative determination of their
effects ,on food production is
extremely difficult at this stage. & 
these impacts are quantified in the
future, the assessment of carrying
capacity can be made more
accurate.

The ,estimated population
supporting capacity of potential
food production in this study will
only remain valid under two major
conditions: 1) the level of
technology and management
input is met; and 2) the quality of
land and aquatic resources willnot
significantly deteriorate and be
marginalized in an accelerated'
pace. Otherwise, iterative carrying
capacity assessment must be
undertaken to periodically update
and. validate the capacity of land
and aquatic resources to support a
certain level of population. The,
accuracy of the resultant estimates
in thisstudy depends, of course, on
the validity of the assumptions

• SeeCabrldop.2Z
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WHEN SISTER EARTH
SUFFERS, WOMEN SUFFER
TOO': Women's Perspectives
on Sustainable Development

• AmaryllisT.Torres

•

"Lknow 1 am made from
thiseanh,asmymother'shands .
were made from this earth,
as her dreams came from this
earth and all that I know,
1 know in this earth...
all that I know speaks to me
through this earth and 1 long to
tellyou, you who an! earthtoo,
and listen as we speak
to each other of whatweknow:
the light is in us."
(From KatherineDavies,"'What
is Ecofeminismi"

I. "Caring for the Earth"

'Caring for the earth' is the
battle cry of development activists
today. It is an advocacy for
strategies that improve the quality
of human life within the carrying
capacity of the ecosystem. It is an
aspiration to meet the needs of
present humanity without
jeopardizing the heritage of future
generations, through harmony and
interdependence with other
people and with nature. It is a
commitment to progress un
fettered by the mindless

exploitation of human and natural
resources.

'Caring.for the earth' has
traditionally been the concern of
women. Food, fuel and fodder are
resources in the natural world
which are important to women's
work (Black, M., 1989). Allover
the world, but especiaHy in
developing and underdeveloped
nations, it is the women who grow,
tend, herd, milk and process food.
Many continue to rely 00 open
streams for water supply needed
in cooking, washing and sanitation.
Fuel is obtained from the forests,
fields or from animal dung.
Fodder for work animals are
provided by grasses and other wild
vegetation. Even the family's
health is sustained by nature:
traditional remedies using plants(
weeds and herbs in the natural
environment are passed 011 by
village women from older to
younger generations.

The close communion
between women and nature is
recognized by our societies, who
apply the feminine principle in

symbolizing'mother nature' and
its processes. Land is charac
terized as 'virgin', 'fertile' or
'barren'. Animalsand plants are 
prized when theyare 'productive'
strains,or are 'p1easing to the eye'.
Air and water are best judged by
their 'purity'.

By way of contrast, the
exploitation of nature is character
ized by the male clement. It is men
who 'domesticate' animals (and
the farmer is a male!). Technology
advances through a science that
hasacbieved'mastery' over nature.
At the same time, 'Wenow speak of
the 'rape' of the earth because of
the excesses of modern living.of
'violence' attendant to the massive
destruction of forest and marine
life, of genetic 'domination'
brought about b)' the green
revolution.

H. 'When Sister Earth Suffers,
Women Suffer Too".

There are obvious parallels
between the treatment of women
and of nature by males. Through

-p;p.r prepared for the Symposium on Environment and Sustainable Development: Social Solenee Perspectives, 29-30
January, 1993, Philippine Social Solenee Centar Auditorium,Commonwealth Ave.,Dillman,auezon City.
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agriculture to manufacturing to
services.

III. Ecofemlnism and
Ecology: Parallel
Principles

In 1974, Francoise d'
Eaubonne coined the word
'ecofeminism' to refer to the
emerging idea that women's
struggle against oppression runs
tandem to the struggle against the
destruction of the environment
(Davies, K., 1989). Ecofeminism
asserts that there are common
features in the manner by which
nature and women have been
controlled, and exploited in
male-dominated cultures. It
suggests that these connections
must be understood to stop the
exploitation.

The guiding principles of
ecofeminism echo those of
ecology. To begin with, both
streams of thinking acknowledge
that the planet is a "single
interacting ecosystem, comprised
of smaller human and non-human
subsystems. (These) are respon
sive to internal and external forces.
Actions in one component
influence other remote and
apparently unconnected compo
nents" (Davies, K. 1989: 14). The
world and its components,
therefore, are caught up in a
holisticsystem, and actions in one

the permeation of patriarchal
values in many societies, women
have 'been considered subordinate
to the will.of men, deserving their
'care' and 'protection'. At the
same time, women are oftimes
treated as property or chattel, and
their destinies have been subject to '
the wills and caprices of men, who
may moose to abuse and neglect
thesesubmi.ssive'aeatures'.

Similarly, nature has been
subjugated by modern men, who
behave as thoughnature exists for
their willful consumption and
exploitation. At the hands of men,
priceless species of trees have
been.felled to makeway for human
settlements and 'civilization'. The
resources of the sea are imperilled
with the effluence of man-made
industrial and agricultural pollu
tions. The diversity of plants and
animaIs has diminished consi
derably through human abuse or
neglect, coupled by the effects of
monoculture and selective
breeding. These resources are all
essential to women's concerns,
which is why "when sister earth
suffers, women suffer, too."

][f loss of biological diversity
has resulted from male-dominated
science and technology, so aIsodo
we see a lack of diversity in the
economic activities of women as an
outcome of patriarchal thinking.
Work opportunities for them are
replicas of domestic activities
confined to serving, entertaining,
cooking, and nursing. Even in
areas of work where women make
significant contributions, their
presence is generally unrecognized
or undervalued (for instance, in
agriculture). In contrast, males
enjoy a variety of work oppor
tunities,with a wide Iatitude of
remunerative possibilities: from
contractual work to managerial
and executive positions; from
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arena necessarily have impacts on
other spheres of living.

While there are paraIlels in I For instance, the adverse
the conditions of women and the effects of overlogging is not
rest of nature, there are also confined to the forest ecosystem, It
interdependencies. We've shown affects the state of agricultural and
how women's work depend heavily coastal resources as well Even the
on the use of natural resources. rhythm of hurnansociety is
As such, women themselves have affected by forest degradation.
been guilty of depleting nature's Moreover, women are active in the
store. The sustenance and various subsystems of the ecology
reproduction of food and fodder - interacting with nature in the
resources, therefore, hirigeheavily uplands, in the lowlands, as well as
on the educated use of mother at sea. Their contributions to
nature by daughters of the earth. society, therefore, should. be

assessed in its totality, and
women's accepted roles should not
be confined to their domestic and
reproductive functions.

Related to the first principle,
both ecological studies and
ecofeminism. emphasize the inter
dependenceof life forms.

Ecology states that all forms .
of life are important, and that the
separate subsystems must operate
in synergy. Thus, humanity cannot
assume superiority over nature,
because their actuations produce
results which will affect them later.
The chemical pollution of water
systems emanating from human
misuse, for example, return to

. haunt the human species by way of
the food chain. Nature needs
human care to nurture and nourish
it; men and women require the
nourishment and shelter provided
by natural resources. .

Similarly, men.and women are
interdependent human beings.
Each one must understand and
acknowledge his unique contri
butions to life on earth, and move
as' partners rather than as
unequals, In this perspective,'
there is no reason for the
oppression of one sex by the other,
no explanation for women's so
caIled'inferior position' in society.
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The principles of inter
dependence and holism imply also
the need for maintainingiJiversity.
U each sub-system is essential to
thetotality,thenallelfortsmustbe
exerted to protect their
components. The monoculture of
particular strains of grains, trees
and vegetables, for instance, has
resulted in their invasion by
unpredictable insect blights. These
insects have become pests because
other insectforms with which they
have interdependent relations
have been lost

Similarly, it has been
established that planting of
legumes between rice production
seasons rejuvenates the lost

notion that ecological systema are
1I011-hierarchicaL Each part of
every system is important, with its
own role and contributions in the
natural world. Humanity and
nature are equally important
components of the ecosystem.
Hence, the first cannot be allowed
to ravage 'lower' speciesat will.

In a system with equality
among its elements, there is no
reason for one nation to subjugate
another,foranyracetofeelithas
primacyover the rest, or for a sex
to assume domination over the
other. The degradation of natural
resources can be linked to these
expressions of domination and
subjugation.

way, the adage that 'the end
justifies the means' isrejected as a
non-sustainable strategy. Uwe are
to allow future- generations to
enjoy the planet,utmost care must
be taken to preserve and conserve
resources.

Technologies used must not
only be appropriate to theneeds of
men and women. They must also
be appropriate to nature. Rege
neration, reproducibility, diversity
and vitality of species must be
respected Similarly, technologic:&
addressing basic human needs
(such as food, clothing and
shelter) should be developed
through an initial proeess of
gender consultation, adequately

"Technologies used must not only be appropriate to the needs of men and
women. They must also be appropriate to nature. Regeneration,,,

reproducibility, diversity and vitality of species must be respected.

nutrients of the soil Diversity,in
thiscase, ensures productivity.

A dynamic ecosystem fuels
creativity and spawns the emer
gence of higher-level ecosystems.
To the extent that nature isvaried,
new adaptations to emerging
forces evolve faster. Similarly,
women's potential energies are
unleashed better by affordingthem
diverse opportunities to exercise
control, to makedecisions and to
take stands, to develop innovative
skills,and to partake of emerging
frontiers of knowledge. Women,
therefore, must fully participate in
the mainstream activities of
science, culture and socia-political
life, to be freed from the fetters of
ignorance, indecisiveness and low
self-esteem, rising instead to
parallel achievements as men.

The next principle logically
follows from the first ones: the

Colonization has always been
a deliberate effort by 'more
civilized' nations to conquer areas
with rich natural resources. Inthe
Philippines, for example, vast
forests were felled by both the
Spaniards and Americans alike for
settlements, coral reefs were cut by
the friars for their churches,and
traditional crops were substituted
with those desired for con
sumption by the European and/or
American masters. World Wars
have been fought over spices, gold
and oll, resulting in both the
despoilation of the environment
and of women. U theecosystem is
no longer deemed sustainable, it is
because its elements have been
held in disrespect.

Fmally, ecofeminism and
ecology stress the finite nature of
living resources. The-process by
which we make use of resources is
of paratnount importance. In this

addressing the unique require
ments of both men and women as
they are geographically and
sociallysituated in theecosystem.

IV. Women's Actions to
Reclaim the Earth

Women's continuing concern
for the environment finds expres
sion in many ways. Several
examples willbecited here.

One of the most dramatic
movements in recent history
rooted in environmental concerns
is the Chipko Movement in India.
In 1974, village women in Uttar
Pradesh decided to act against a
commercial enterprise about to
cut some 2,500 trees in their
forests. The women were alone
because their menfolk had gone to
the lowlands to work. When the
cutters arrived, they went to the
forests, linked hands and encircled



v.:Foresight: An Agenda on
Women and Sustainable

, Development

Ecofeminism 'describes the
interrelatedness between the
oppression of women and the
degradation of the environment
Fotsocialscience,thisperspective
can provide the basis' for
examining further the nature of the
relationships between men, women
and the natural world.

To begin with, one D18y ask:
are the ways of knowing the

the trees (IDOe, 1989). The
loggers were told that if they
wanted to cut the trees, the men
would have to cut off the heads of
the women first Faced with this
human barricade, the loggers
withdrew, and the forest was
saved. Hearing of their actuations,
female villagers, in other settle
ments surrounding the 'forest
decided, to do likewise: they
guarded the forests and wrapped
their bodies around trees
scheduledto be felled. As a result
of these actions, Indira Gandhi
issued s,lS-year ban on logging in
the Uttar Pradesh forests.

Women's groups in Sarawak
have similarly been mobilized to
protest the massive destruction of
their forests, and to protect their
tnbal settlements. In the past
several years, they have lobbied
with government to stop the grant
of logging concessions, launched
mass actions against logging
companies, and have undertaken
informational and educational
programs for the Sarawak people.
They have also fought for
solidarity with indigenous peoples
in other parts of the world, who
are similarly being ousted from
their forest settlements.

In the Philippines, women also
have been engaged in actions for
environmental protection.

In the late '70s, Igorot women
were at the forefront in the protest
movement against the construction
of the Chico River Dam in the
Cordilleras. The tribal people did
not want the dambecause it would
inundate their sacred grounds.
Besides, the benefits to their own
settlements were unclear.

The women organized
themselves and trekked to the site
where the surveyors set camp
(Cordillera Women's Education
and Resource Center, a.d.), They
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dismantled the tents and carried ingredients. Its laundry bars are
them to the town's capital. For marketed as a counterforce to the
their continued protest actions, the more destructive enzyme-based
women and men of the Cordilleras detergents, 'while its bath soaps
were arrested and harassed by the , products are inexpensiVe though
military. Nonetheless, through well-packaged alternatives to the '
their persistent protest actions mote expensive foreign brands. .

:~e:~ the P:'l:f de~th, :: Many other Filipino wi>Jnen
Cordilleras won their cause: the routinely help in sustainable

project was eventually aborted. ::~::t:~· b;:~sean~ti::
Filipino women have also our native plants are unwitting

been engaged' in other less conservators of our ecology. The
dramatic but equallysignificaJit h(rlJolarios whose traditional
actions concerning ecology. In medicine has been rediscovered
many organized coastal commu- carry with them the secrets of
nities today, women join their plant life and forest diversity. The
menfolk in protesting against recipes of our lolas describe as
illegal fishing practices, especia1ly well the rich variety of native foods
against the use of fme mesh nets which are nutritious and in-
which catch Immatnrefish, or the expensive., Someday, we hope
use of dynamite or cyanide for these natural foods will effectively
fishing. In a coastal town of replace processed and less
Antique, a community association nutritious snack products now on
which uses a stationary fishing sale.
devise called the otoshi ami for Even our' indigenous weavers

~~ is managed by women :bs~~:oa~ot, ~nlye:~~
In some organizations mala: use of local materials' for

adopting sustainable agricultural their work; they transmit as well
technologies in Central Luzon, the patterns and designs of our
women join the men in seed forebears. In this manner, weavers
production and conservation of continue to enrich our culture with
traditional rice varieties. '10pai' ideas and patterns,
Composting hasalso become the emanadng from traditional
focus of many women's projects. Filipino lifeways.
A woman's group in Luzon also
has a proposal in the pipeline to
do reforestation and forest nursery
management.

In the urban areas,' waste
management projects are
becoming popular with women's
groups, along with garbage sorting
and recycling. Consumer edu
cation groupsare extending their
work among the poor commu
nities, and allow womento make
better decisions about their
purchases. A large women's

. group in Manila is engaged in
soap-making, using onlypure soap
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secrets of nature 1inkedto gender
roles? Do male farmers, for
instance, experience the universe
in ways pecu1iar to their work?
Are women's designs in their
weaving representational of their
feminine experiences? Are these
experiences mirrors of egalitarian
or oppressiveexistence?Are there
parallels in the ways that various
generations of women respond to
aspects of nature, becauseof their
feminine sociaIization? Are these
responses difIerentfromthose of
the men?

Secondly, it would be
interesting to discover the variety
of lore and traditionaltechnologies
of our women concerning plant
and animal life', or regarding the
forest, farm and marine
ecosystems. Which traditional
practices in agricultureand fishing
emanate fromgenderexperiences?
Why are there numerous taboos
concerning the participation.of
women in some economic
activities (like fishing, for
instance)? Whattraditionalskill'i
did our women have in
pre-colonial times related to the
use of natural resources? Do
these knowledge and skills exist
today? Whyare they displaced or
lost to current generations?

Third, it is important to
document the specificeffects that

For:

new technologies and environ
mental degradation have had OIl

the lives of women. For instance,
what have been the effeaaof the
green revolutionon the available
food resources of rural women?
What are the diverse effects of
pesticides and inorganicfectilirers
on women's reproductive health?
on her offsprings? Among urban
women, one may well ask: What
ailments and diseases are female
scavengers in the garbage dumps
susceptible to? What are the
effects of chemical additives,
preservatives,andspecifictechno
logies on women who process
meat and fish? In whatwayshave
women's work opportunities and
workload beenaffectedbythe loss
of forest cover, by drought and
floodiog?

Finally, the social science
scholarmayweD ask: In whatways
can women contribute to the
continuing sustainability of the
universe? Howcanwemalcetheir
contributions socially and
economically significant? How
can the Daughters of the Earth
bring back to Mother Nature its
vitality and creative energies, so
that the interdependence of
humanity and the planet can
remain in homeostasis for the
futuregenerations?

...........

The sustainability of the
universe is everyone's agenda
today. It can be achieved by
developing harmony and
wholaness among the inhabitants
oftbep1anet. A sustainable future
is for us - the human race - as
~uch as it is for the earth. And
humanityincludeswomen.Greater
harmony, equality and inter
dependence, therefore, should
characterize the nature of future
relationships among males and
femalesof thisrace.•
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT: A POLICY NEED
FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

• Telesforo W. Luna. Jr., Ph.D.*

legislative Framework of the
Environmental Impact
Statement

and radio-active waste disposalare
not just current problems, they will
affect future generations.

All of these changes stem
from the interdependence between
human development and the
environment. Over the years it
became generally accepted that
interactions between hUman
development and their environ
ment must be managed with the
goal of sustainable development.
Admittedly, different people who
live in different circumstances
~vedifferentvalues. Whateverit
is, people in the Philippines must
learn to relate local development
to the national level and eventually
to a global environmental pers
pective. In the end though,
programs and,. strategies must
translate into action if they are to
have any impact at all. .

For sustainable human
development to succeed in the
Philippines, i.e., the challenge of
reconciliDg capacity for growth,
the opportunities and constraints
that arisein interactions with the
natural environment must be faced
squarely. The country has a finite
resource baseand as evidenced by
a series of continuing ,natural
disastrous events, an environment
that is susceptible to rapid
deleterious changes.

Efforts to manage the
intenctions between people and
their environment can be traced
baa to earlier human civilizations.
What must be looked into closely
is the transformation of the
management problem by un
precedentedincreasesintherate,
scale and complexities in the
interactions. Straightforward con
frontations between environ
mentllllconservation and economic
growth now involve multiple
linkages such as the feedbacks
among energy consumption,
agriculture and climatic change. The legislative framework for
What were once local incidents of the environmental policy of the .
pollution like acid precipitation Philippines is Presidential Decree
now inV9lve a number of nations . No. 1151 (pD 1151) entitled
particularly the developed "Philippine Environmental Policy"
countries. What were once enacted and made effective on
thought of to be cases of relatively June 6, 1m. The details of the
reversible damage now affect policy are set forth in PO 1586
several generations, e.g., chemical . entitled "Establishing An Environ-

mental Impact Statement System,
Including . Other. Environmental
Management Related Measures
And For Other Purposes." This
decree was enacted and made
effective on June 11, 1978. Under
Section 4 of this decree, the
preparation of. environmental
impact statements is necessary for
all. environmentally critical areas
and projects prior to issuance of
an Environmental Compliance
Certificate (ECC). Under Section
5, all other projects,JIndertakinp
and areas not considered as
environmentally critical are not
required to submit environmental
impact statements although they
may be required to provide
additional safeguards as deemed
necessary.

Other environmentally related
legislation includes .PD 1121
creating the National Environ
mental Protection Council; PD
1152, the Philippine Environment
Code which established specific
environmental management poli
cies and environmental quality
standards; Presidential Pro
clamation No. 2146 identifying
certain areas and types ofprojeets
as environmentally critical and
within the scope of the EIS
System; the Local Government
Code of 1991 which states among
others that for the maintenance of

OProfell8Ol and Q18lrman.Departmentof Geography,CSSP.U.P.Dillman. AlsoPresident,PhilippineGeographicalSociety
andmemberof TheenvironmentalImpactAssessmentReviewCommittee,EnvironmentalManagementBureau,DENR.
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ecological balance, consultations
shall be conducted with, and
approval be obtained from,
appropriate local government
units, non-governmental and
people's organizations, and other
concerned sectors of the
community before any project or
program is implemented in their
respective jurisdictions; and
Executive Order No. 368, which
requires proponents of projects or
undertakings to seek local
clearance from the Housing and
Land Use Regulatory Board, to
insure that projects are in
accordance with the land use plans
and zoning ordinances of
respective local government units.
The PDs are further supplemented
by the Department of Environ
ment and Natural Resources
(DENR) Administrative Orders
revising and amending specific
rules and regulations.

At present, the DENR is
charged with the implementation
of national environmental policies.
All environmental impact state
ments Ill" assessments are sub
mitted to the Environmental
Management Bureau (EMB),
specifically the Environmental
Impact Assessment Processing
Unit for review and evaluation.
Eventually, this unit makes the
recommendation for an .ECC
putting down the provisions that
the specific project must follow in
its operations. The Office of the
Secretary of the DENR makes the
linalapprovaloftheECC.

What Is An Environmental
Impact Statement?

The environmental impact
statement (EIS) is a mechanism to
ensure that major projects or
programs undergo comprehensive
review prior to construction or
implementation. The EIS entails
a multidisciplinary assessment of

the environmental, economic and
social impacts of a project or
program proposal for accom
plishing interest goaIs.

An underlying premise of the
EIS is that decision makingwill
improve and a better balance will
emerge between interest goals,
public or private, and environ
mental concerns if a broad range
of environmental attributes and
alternatives to a proposed under
taking are reviewed and evaluated
before fmaldecisions are solidified
and implemented. The EIS
process, therefore, aids decision
makers in identifying actions likely
to degrade environmental quality.
Thus, adverse impacts will be
avoided or at least minimized It
should be pointed out that in the
process of preparing the EIS, the
formal procedure for detennining
possible impacts of a certain
project is the enviroDll1Cntal
impact 8SiCSSlDCDt (EIA). When
the EIA, prepared by the project
proponent, is finlized takiDginto
aecoJd die c:OIIlI1ICDts CIl
g~~ .ncies and
interestedparties, public hearing
proceedings, if conducted, the
document becomes the EIS.

Scope of the Environmental
Impact Assessment

An EIA submitted by a
project proponent should enable
agencies or individuals reviewing
the document to make a complete
and balanced assessment of the
potential impacts of the project
being considered. Regardless of
the degree of technical analysis, an
educated lay person should be
able to understand the conclusions
and reasoning which led to the
preparation of an EIA.

Generally, the breadth and
depth of an EIA are determined
by the specific proposal. Because

each project isunique,thelevelof
detail in its EIA must be based on
itscharacteristics. Some of these
include the geographic extent of
the proposal, the potential future
rarnifications,thegeneralityversus
the specificity of the proposal, and
the complexity of primary and
secondary effects. Although more
extensive projects generally will
require more extensiveEIAs, one
should not overlook the fact that
even a small project may destroy
an important historico-cultural site
or a unique wildlife habitat
Overall, the extent of research and
ioformation data in the EIA
should, in some way, reflect the
potential cost to society of the
adverse impacts.

Specific projects and the
environmental resources they use
determine not only the overall
dimensions of an EIA but also the
area of emphasis withiBthe project
proposal. For example, a
manufacturing in an urban area
would likely hawCfUcial impacts
on social, eCOllOlJliiand aesthetic
conditions, whereastbe impactson
the flora aad fauna ef an already
significaJlt1y altered natural
environmellt might be minimal
On the other hand, a proposed
dam in connection with a
hydroelectric energy project would
require greatly expanded analysis
of flooding and water quality, and
the relocation of inhabitants whose
settlements are affected by the
reservoir. Therefore, the EIA must
be comprehensive enough not to
miss any significant impact, and
must identify the areas of greatest
concem and concentrate on them.
To this extent the review and
evaluation later on of the EIA will
be somehow enhanced. At any
rate, the preparation process
varies in each proposal
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"Sustainable human development is
dependent on the availability of organized

information on the physical state of the
environment as well as s~~ia.l and economic

factors.

GeneralAreas Covered By An
EIAAnd NeededExpertise

Preparing an EIA could be
difficulr because the concept and
scope are broad. Thus, the team
preparing the EIA must by all
means be' multidisciplinary in
training and expertise. Such a
composition should greatly reduce
the possibility of overlooking
important impacts.

The most common areas
covered in the preparation of
EIAs with their associated
disciplines are: 1) Air 
meteorulogy and climatology; 2)
Land - agriculture, geography,

. geology, geomorphology; soils,
land use planning; 3) Fresh water
- water resources, hydrology,
limnology; 4) Marine water 
marinc:biology,marinegeology;S)
Flora - botaDy,fOl'estry,eco1ogy;
6) Fauna - zoology, biology,
ecology; and, 1) Socio-economics
- anthropology, economics,
geography, sociology, demography
andhc:althservice.

Topics Generic To The
PreparationOf An ErA

The first of these is the
description of the existing
enviro,nment. Subtopics include
the general geographic location of
the project for which maps are
needed showing the physical and
culturalfeatures. These maps will
alsoserve as references when the
important issue of environmental
impacts are discussed. The land

cases of adverse construction
period impacts and operational
phase impacts: Again, it must be
remembered that different project
proposals may'induce different
impacts physically or socio
economically. Mitigating measures
which are intended to minimize
adverse impacts are usually
construction methods and designs

aspect must include information that are widely' used, although
on soil and its characteristics; some unique methods may be
topography; geology;water bodies, developed for a specific' project.
quality and drainage features; air
in which the climatic and Admittedly, no matter how
meteological characteristics, air detailed or comprehensive the
quality and odor are considered. EIA may be, thereappears to be
Another subtopic to be covered no way of ensuring that all signifl-
are human settlements including" cant, scientifically ascertainable
physical infrastructures, the socio impacts will be included. At the
economic structuees,:health and outset of the preparation, of the
the aesthetic environment. "RIA, it may be discovered that

some required reviews included in
Another topic generic to the the guidelines issued by the EMB

preparation of the E1A. is the cannot be undertaken: simply
future environmental condition because information or' data are
without the project in which the lacking. It is at this instance where
same subtopics covered under the the expertise of the individual
exisling environment are again members of the multidisciplinary
taken into account. team preparing the EIA comes in. '

The third topic is the The EIA is very important to
, assessment of the probable the implementation of the
impacts of different aspects of the proposed project OJ" pregram for
project on the existing environ- the issuance of the ECC depends
ment. This information is on its acceptance OJ"approval.
important to an ElA. If possible
checklists and evaluative devices In conclusion, sustainable
must be presented to help identify human development is dependent
and weigh the relative importance on the availability of organized
and effects of the expected information on the physical state
different impacts. Both probable of .the environment as well as
adverse and beneficial impacts social and economic factors.
must be presented. Benefits may However, decision making
be to individuals, neighborhoods continues to be made on the
Orthe country in general; adverse ignorance of the changing state
effects may be felt by the same or and capacity of the environment
other entities. Probable cons- 'and its implications forhuman well
truction period impacts, probable being. Most developing countries
short-term impa~ and probable 'like the Philippines, still face the
long-term effects should be constraint of limited access to
presented. modem technological facilities and

to the necessary expertise to
Another topic ~ the mitigating collect and interpret environ-

measures that are to be taken in mental data. •
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PHILIPPINE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

The PhilippineSocialScience
Council, marking its 25th
anniversary,islaUDChingthetirst
of the five-volume Philippine
Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences. The entire book is
devoted to the disciplines of
history and statistics prepared by
the Philippine Historical
Association (FHA) and the
Philippine Statistical Association,
respectively. The book boasts of
the articles authored by
outstandingsocial scientistswhich
delve into the history of the
discipline,state of the art, and out~

standing personages who have
contributed in the developmentof
the discipline. Noted historians
and statisticiansin the Philippines
pooled theic resources and
expertise to finally produce the
first volume of the Encyclopedia.
The second volume is now being
processed by the PSSC Desktop
PublishinguniL

Dr. Armand V. Fabella,
Secretary of the Department of
Education, Culture and Sports
endorsed the Philippine
Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences as "an ideal source of
educationaland referencematerial
to everybody." In hisForeword to
the Encyclopediahe noted that it
"is one among the numerous
projects done by the PSSCfor the
promotion of education.... This
Encyclopediacan help enrich the
basic textsavailablein the hands of
our students. May this material
help in improving the quality of
learningof our graduates."

Dr. Domingo C. Salita,
Chairmanof the CouncilEditorial
Board ,of the Encyclopedia
Project, saysof the Encyclopedia
as "the biggestscholarlyproject of

the PSSCin its twenty-fiveyearsof
existence." ,'-Excerpts of his
Preface read:

"This monumentiIl tIIsk
was undel1akenby the fOU1teen
member associations' of the
PSSC which took upon
themselves as a chaIIenge to
bring together their collective
knowledge of the various
disciplinescomprisingthebrood
divisionofthe socialsciences.•.
They includetheil/Jeiplines of
anthropology, communkation,
ecOllQlnks, geogmphy, histoIy,
linguistics, political scienu,
psychology, public adminis
tration, socialworll;socio/Qgy
and statistics.

"O:JIIsideringitsc~

and the number of $CiendJk
otgtlIIizationsthat]Hl1licipllle4,
this special encyclopediais the
firstofitsldndin the countty.It
is hopedtlult this modat effort
of OUT iocial sckntists and
scholars in producing this
encyclopedia wiU serve as a
WOI'thy and lasting legacyto our
people."

Dr. Rosario Mendoza Cortes,
Editor-in-ehief of the PHA
Diaciplinal Board, wrote in her
Introduction:

"The writingof this Section
of the PhilippineEtu:yclopedUI
of the Social Sciences deDIing
with thedisciplineof historywas
Whollypreparedby the Board of
Governors and membersofthe
Philippine Historical Associ
ation (PHA). As the discipline
of the historyis theoldestand is
in fact regordedasthe motherof
the social sciences, it seems
highly appropriDte thatthejirst
01 the five volumes that will

cOllStitute the EncyclopedUI
shoul4 COIIIi#n the disciplineof
histoty.

"TIu structure of this
Wmk._dividu the write-up into
threePans; Part1; Histoly and
State of the Art; P/I1t II,
Outstanding Practitioners,' and
P/I1tIII. a Glossaryof Terms
andConceptsandPersonages in
Philippine Histoly. While the
otherdisciplinescontllinonJya
Glossary of Terms and
Concepts, it was believed
necaMJTytoinc1udehistorkal
personages in thispanicular
Glossaryfor histoly would not
be history without the
personages whomakehistory."

PHA's' section of History
boasts of "Dr. Salamanca's
thoroughreview of the hist0rio
graphical literature, whether by
Filipinoor Americanscholars,that
an the historiaDawho have ever
done research on any aspect of
Philippine history are mentioned
herein. ..The wealth of Philippine
historiography IS revealed by Dr.
Salamanca indicates the vigor of
and bodes wen for the discipline.
A complementaryessaypresenting
other trends and views in
Philippine historiography is
presented by Dr. Jaime B.
Veneracion. These reviewsshould
be gratifying... because Part II
which covers the Outstanding
Historians includes, except for
Encarnacion AIzona, the doyeru14
ofFilipinohistorians,onlythenOD

living historians.... Part Il.;
includesbrief discussionsof all the
major periods in Philippine
history, major events, historical
terms and important personages
who haveplayedsignificantrole in
the country'shistory,not the least



of whom are the Muslims in the
Philippines."

Dr. Cristina P. Pare~

Editor-in-Chief of the PSA
Disciplinal Board, discussed in her
Introduction what statistics really
is, in. contradistinction to the
layman's understanding of the
term.-:Saysshe:

"'Io the average layman,
statistics is believed to be just a
setd/datarepresentedbycharts
or graphs which are usually
found in the business section of
newspapers. The clerks in
differentgovernment offices who
assemble these figures and
represent them in tables or

",--charts are often called
"statisticians". Busa statistician

is not the one who does these
chores; a statistician designs
scientific studies, analyses and
interpretsresuus ofthesestudies;
and presents these results in
such a manner thattheycan be
used as the basis for logical
decisions needed for policy
making.

"Statistics permeates
practically all fields of study- 
agriculture, business, econo
mics, education, medicine,
biology, sociology, psychology,
etc...Statistics embraces many
aspects of research and
management operations. How
ever, it is to the design of
experiments and survey that
statisticsas afield, makes many
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and notable contnoutions. For
this reason, smtistks is often
refen-ed to as the "tool" of all
sciences, and was one time
called the "language of
research."

, These and a lot more are in
store for you when you buy the
first volume of the Philippine
!Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences featuring History and
Statistics. Get yourself surprise
gifts from the PSSC Central
Subscription Service, the exclusive
distributor of the Encyclopedia.
See or callMs. LydiaWenceslao at
PSSCenter, Commonwealth
Avenue, Dillman, Q.C., with
telephone number 922-96-21 local
338..

NEW PUBLICATION LAUNCHED BYTHE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION (PNHS) AND HERITAGE PUBLISHING

HOUS~(HPH)

The Philippine National particularly the study of local
Historical Society and the Heritage history, has offered Filipino
Publishing House have launched a scholars the opportunity to bring
new book focusing on Local up the latest findingsin the field
History. through its publications. For the

The book Story of a Province: ::tinu~uslYy;:riroe~r:~ow::
Surigao Across the Years by of History which serves as a venue
Fernando A. Almeda, Jr. is the for research work of Filipino
history of the Surigaonons seen scholars. Lately, it has broadened
through the eyes of.a native son. In its venue through its monograph
this work, Mr. Almeda has made a series among which is the
significant contribution to local recently-launched book by Mr.
history by tracing the social, Almeda _ Story of B Province:

=:~o~:r:~s.or~ehis~ SurigaoAeross the Years.

founded the Surigaonon Heritage

~:::tio~~hi::~~~~C;;t;~ Copies of the book can be
the promotion of history and other obtained through the PSSC Central

Surigao. Q.C., telephone number 922.96-21
The PNHS. in its commitment local. 338.

to foster recognition of our cultural
heritage through research,
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